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ABSTRACT 

Multicultural Environments and their Challenges to Crisis Communication 
Maria Oliveira 

Doctor of Philosophy in Mass Media and Communication  
Temple University, 2010  

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Priscilla Murphy, PhD 
 

In a global business environment, cultural understanding is an essential tool for 

successful communication and relationship building between organizations and 

audiences. However, the power of cultural values to modify individuals’ ways of thinking 

and communicating is not well understood in terms of crisis communication 

management. Therefore, this study applied Sue’s (1991, 2001) theory of cultural 

competence to examine the effect of cultural values on crisis communication planning, 

using three methodological approaches. First, grounded theory analysis was applied to 

qualitative interviews with 25 communication professionals concerning cultural 

influences on crisis. Second, a national online survey (N=172) assessed communication 

practitioners’ attitudes toward, and knowledge about, other cultures, and their skills to 

respond to diverse cultures. Third, media portrayals of corporate crises were examined 

with semantic network analysis of news articles from the New York Times, USA Today, 

and the Wall Street Journal between January 1, 2007 and December, 31, 2008, to identify 

whether cultural aspects were mentioned. These approaches yielded five main findings. 

First, PR practitioners had difficulties in defining multiculturalism, often equating 

cultural diversity with communicating with Latinos. Second, interviewees saw cultural 

differences as just one aspect of diversity, emphasizing that age, religion, and education 

differences also affect corporate discourse. Third, although professionals considered 

culture a key element of crisis management, they did not feel prepared to handle the 

challenges of a multicultural crisis, nor did they report that they used culturally adjusted 
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crisis strategies often. Fourth, regression analyses conducted on the survey data showed 

that skills to manage multicultural situations and openness to diverse knowledge 

significantly predict the relevance professionals attributed to culture when designing 

crisis communication strategies. Fifth, media accounts of crises did not mention cultural 

elements in the three newspapers investigated. By integrating cultural competence and 

crisis management frameworks, this study provides the foundation for an in-depth 

understanding of crises, where scholars can pair crisis strategies with audiences’ cultural 

expectations. Instructors can incorporate this framework to their courses, preparing PR 

students to new demands of the profession. Finally, training initiatives focused on 

increasing levels of cultural competence can make organizations ready to the challenges 

of a global market.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

“For in our shrinking globe man can ill afford cultural 

illiteracy.” Edward Hall in Beyond Culture (p. 35), 1976 

 
The need for cultural understanding, foretold by Hall (1976) thirty-two years ago, 

could not be more imperative in our day. Individuals and organizations create and share 

cultural values through their communication practices (Sha, 2006). Culture influences 

communication exchanges in all areas of human interaction, from interpersonal instances 

to organizational environments (Collier, 1989). Social, historical, and cultural contexts 

play a role in the way which audiences interpret corporations’ messages (Berger, 1999). 

As a result, public relations theory needs to take into account the influence of diverse 

cultural identities on public relations strategies (Banks, 2000).  

As Grunig and Grunig (2003) postulated, public relations practices aim to build 

relationships with key audiences in order to shape corporations’ missions and strategies 

in accordance with audiences’ preferences. However, often key audiences are culturally 

diverse and their backgrounds need to be accounted for when communication strategies 

are planned and implemented (Taylor & Kent, 1999; Zaharna, 2000).  

As Wakefield (2001) stated, a global market composed of a multiethnic audience 

is currently a reality to the vast majority of companies. Indeed, with the widespread use 

of the Internet, worldwide presence is both a promise and a threat for anyone (Benkler, 

2006). We live in a network society where incessant and pervasive cross-border 

interactions are both possible and cost- and time-effective (Castells, 2000 a, b). The 

interconnectedness of a globalized society is a key element for public relations and crisis 
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communication strategies. In effect, during corporate crises, new technologies have the 

potential to make every local event an international crisis (Martinelli & Briggs, 1998; 

Taylor, 2000).  

Even apart from the role of the Internet, crises are created and resolved through 

communication (Hearit & Courtright, 2004) and cultural values affect the meanings 

individuals attribute to crisis events and corporate responses to these situations 

(Eisenberg & Riley, 2000). Several examples illustrate the ways in which crises in our 

global society and economy have multinational and multicultural effects. As a first 

instance, ten years ago Asian countries, including Indonesia, Thailand, and South Korea, 

faced a serious financial crisis. Foreign investors, wary of the lack of corporate 

transparency in those countries, sensed that a financial crisis could erupt at any time. By 

pulling their money out, foreign investors indeed triggered a financial crisis that greatly 

affected the region. Ten years have passed and those countries have been able to 

orchestrate a turnaround; nonetheless, currently their economies are heavily based on 

exports, and foreign investments in Indonesia, Thailand, and South Korea are still 

undersized. Despite their current economic strength, these countries have yet not been 

able to change foreign investors’ negative perceptions (Wong, 2007).  

The ongoing U.S. subprime mortgage crisis provides another example of the 

interconnectedness between corporations around the world and the consequences for 

society. Since mid-2007, banks and their stakeholders all over the world have felt the 

impact of what was supposedly a U.S. crisis (Associated Press Wire, 2007). National 

damages—understood here as economic, reputational, and emotional losses—have been 

massive. Thousands of people have lost their houses, and financial institutions have lost 
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billions of dollars, pushing the U.S. to face a frightening recession. However, the 

subprime crisis has much broader consequences. Indeed, it represents a macro-crisis that 

has put at risk the financial system worldwide (Palm Beach Post, 2008).  

When single corporations face crises, these troubling events can also encompass 

multicultural perceptions and multinational consequences, as crises affecting Merck’s 

VIOXX and Mattel’s toys showed. In fact, lead poisoning caused by Mattel’s toy cars led 

to the discovery of very different perceptions about toys’ safety among Chinese 

manufacturers. According to Emily Cao, a sales representative for a major Chinese 

producer of stuffed playthings, before Mattel’s recall European companies had requested 

a substitution of vinyl or plastic noses, which may contain toxic chemicals, for 

embroidered noses on stuffed toys. According to Cao, for the Chinese producers the 

European request was an exaggeration of minimal risks. The request was ignored. After 

Mattel’s recall, safety issues are being taken much more seriously by Chinese toy 

producers (Johnson, 2007). 

Crises like these are created, described, and resolved through communication 

(Hearit & Courtright, 2004). Communicative actions, influenced by cultural perceptions 

and values, help to create reality through the meanings ascribed to situations (Eisenberg 

& Riley, 2000). Although variants on the definition of culture are plentiful, this study will 

follow the definition proposed by Banks (2000): culture “is to be defined as systems of 

meaning group members acquire through experiential apprenticeship” (p.12). As Hall 

(1976) affirmed, cultural systems and their functions within a specific group are learned 

through experiences and are so intrinsic that these systems of meanings act as a lens 

defining the way in which individuals interpret situations. Cultural values modify 
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individuals’ acts of thinking, judging situations, and communicating (Banks, 2000; Hall, 

1976). Cultural and communicative practices shape organizations’ environments, polices, 

products, and behavior. Indeed, organizations are produced and reproduced by their 

communication practices (Falkheimer, 2007; Stohl, 2000). In this study, organizations are 

viewed as the result of a pastiche of influences brought by every individual to the 

constitutive system of meanings that represents a corporation. Employees, managers, 

suppliers, consumers, activists, governmental agencies and corporate officers are some 

examples of stakeholders who influence and are influenced by organizational discourse 

and behavior.  

Corporate crises are not analyzed as static facts either. Indeed, as Heath (2004) 

and Heath and Millar (2004) argued, crises are interpretative events. They are 

interruptions of the narrative of normality, where individuals involved seek to make sense 

of a new reality, evaluating and reinterpreting it. According to this social constructivist 

approach, crisis events have multiple alternative meanings that could be chosen by 

diverse stakeholders (Burr, 1998). As Stohl (2000) claimed, cultural values and habits 

form the basis to interpret critical moments.  

Crisis communication scholarship originally focused on types of responses and 

characteristics of crisis episodes in order to propose effective response strategies. As 

Coombs (1999) argued, understanding the most appropriate response strategies to be 

paired with different types of crisis events can enhance organizations’ chances for a quick 

recovery. However, audiences’ perceptions ought to have a role in crisis strategies, 

particularly because attributions of responsibility and interpretations of a crisis event are 

subjective judgments, mediated by such factors as traditions and cultural values (Lee, 
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2004). Some scholars have already investigated how different cultural backgrounds 

influence audiences’ perceptions of crises and crisis communication strategies. For 

example,  Bardhan (2003) showed that the public relations profession and public relations 

strategies are conceptualized in India differently from pre-established Western dominant 

models; Huang, Lin, and Su (2005) studied whether crisis communication strategies in 

Taiwan differ from tactics and frameworks normally applied in Western countries; Kim, 

Cha, and Kim (2008) adapted Western measurements of corporate capabilities to handle 

crises in the South Korean social, cultural, political, and economic environment; and Xu 

(2006) showed that culture influences consumers’ perceptions of corporate crises in 

China.  

As these examples show, culturally diverse audiences and their perceptions of 

crisis events and communication strategies have been investigated to a certain extent. 

However, crisis communication scholars have yet not examined whether communication 

practitioners consciously factor culture in when planning crisis communication strategies 

and designing corporate responses. This project aims to close this theoretical gap, 

examining whether cultural influences affect communication professionals’ design of 

crisis strategies and whether culturally sensitive communication strategies are 

consistently applied. In a society where the vast majority of audiences is multicultural, it 

is necessary to examine how cultural values influence organizations and crisis situations. 

Understanding how producers of communication strategies—communications 

professionals—deal with cultural variability is as important as understanding how 

audiences perceive these messages. Nevertheless, this aspect has been overlooked by 

most scholars and practitioners. In particular, this research project examines the extent to 
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which communication professionals take cultural elements into account during the pre-

crisis stage when preventive procedures can avoid or minimize an acute crisis. Finally, 

expanding crisis communication scholarship, this study also suggests that audiences’ 

anticipated responses to different types of crisis and perceptions about the level of 

corporate responsibility need to be understood within their cultural context in order to 

produce the most appropriate and effective crisis communication strategies. 

The Context of the Network Economy and Society 

Castells (2000a) argued that the context of the network economy and society 

epitomizes a new form of social interaction brought by modernity. The industrial 

revolution gave human beings the means to control nature, and from this point on, new 

forms of socialization made rationality, information, and culture the top values in society. 

Developments in transportation, information storage and distribution, and communication 

technologies shrunk vast geographical distances. Indeed, political boundaries are less and 

less relevant to transnational businesses’ goals (Epley, 1992). Capital flows are 

coordinated globally, through integrated financial markets that work around the clock. 

Research, development, and production of new goods happen through networks of 

business partners spread over the globe (Castells, 2000a).  

However, the network society is not simply the result of a new economic order. 

Information and communication technologies have fostered new modalities of social 

interaction. Access to different cultures has exponentially increased, and virtual forms of 

interactivity have altered cultural manifestations and the processes of meaning creation. 

Globalization brings more than international foods and products to one community; it 

also fosters a process whereby traditional and novel cultural values and perceptions are 
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combined, yielding new cultural identities (Castells, 2000b).  As Curtin and Gaither 

(2007) stated, the new economic and social order “embraces culture as the currency of 

the globalized information age” (p. 197). 

Organizations mirror society’s interconnectedness. Many companies have 

abandoned traditional static hierarchies. They have become similar to flexible webs, 

where interconnections transcend geographical and political boundaries. Indeed, the 

network society calls for a system of business partners, organized around suppliers and 

consumers, and able to produce goods in a time- and cost-effective fashion (Castells, 

2000a; Stohl, 2000). As a result of this scenario, companies have to deal with 

multicultural environments and expectations as well as with multicultural crises.  

Crises, Communication Strategies, and Social Construction of Reality 

The literature suggests that crisis events share three common attributes: 

unpredictability, a sense of urgency, and a significant potential for destruction. As 

numerous scholars have argued, crises are unpredictable situations that bring serious 

threats to stakeholders’ interests and to organizational goals. Such critical events 

jeopardize companies’ reputation and legitimacy, putting at risk organizations’ survival 

(Coombs, 1999; Fearn-Banks, 2002; Hearit & Courtright, 2004; Heath & Millar, 2004; 

Lerbinger, 1997; Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer, 2003). Indeed, crises can be characterized as 

a turning point in the relationship between an organization and its stakeholders (Banks, 

2000; Lerbinger, 1997) where companies struggle to regain control of the situation by 

making their interpretation  of the event—their chosen narrative—the predominant one 

(Heath, 2004; Heath & Millar, 2004). Therefore, crisis communication strategies have a 

twofold role. First, these actions aim to control damages, inform audiences of immediate 
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risks and procedures to be followed and report corrective actions (Fearn-Banks, 2002). 

Second, crisis communication strategies play a symbolic role, aiming to construct a 

positive account of the events and the organizational actions (Coombs, 1998). 

Crises put in jeopardy more than companies’ profits.  Economic losses and 

liability are very concrete consequences of such critical events (Sellnow & Ulmer, 2004). 

Nonetheless, there are many other corporate assets at risk during crises. Corporate image, 

reputation, and legitimacy, as much as audiences’ trust, are based on concrete and 

consistent organizational behavior and discourse. All these assets have symbolic 

meanings that are put in danger during crises (Coombs, 1998, 1999; Massey, 2004). In 

effect, as Weick (1988) argued, “the organization and the environment are in the mind of 

the actor” (p. 307). Crises are symbolic constructs with numerous alternative meanings 

that are culturally bounded (Burr, 1998). Hence, crisis communication scholarship should 

integrate an understanding of cultures and cultural influences within the study of crisis 

communication strategies. 

A Call for a New Perspective 

Given the level of interconnectedness of society, it is naïve to consider that 

companies can be completely monocultural. Stohl (2000) pointed out that corporate 

communication practices have intercultural dimensions even when an organization does 

not have an international presence. Citing a report on the workforce composition, she 

highlighted “the increasing racial, gender, ethnic, cultural, lifestyle, and age mix of 

American organizations” (p. 324).  

Differences in cultural habits and communication styles are obvious among 

diverse ethnicities and cultures, which may hinder effective patterns of communication 
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exchanges and the process of meaning creation. Indeed, cultural values influence how 

situations are perceived and how communication strategies are designed and understood 

(Curtin & Gaither, 2007; Stohl, 2000). Public relations particularly needs to heed cultural 

influences because its practices aim to create and recreate meanings, based on the 

mutable nature of people and communities (Curtin & Gaither, 2007). As Banks (2000) 

defined it, public relations’ goal is to coordinate the communication between an 

organization and its audiences in a positive and constructive fashion for both sides. Public 

relations practices encompass multiple systems of meanings based on diverse cultural 

settings that are in constant change. In particular, a globalized society calls for 

organizations that are able to recognize and respect diversity, reflecting such issues in 

their communication practices (Holmstrom, 2005). 

Despite its growing importance, multicultural public relations still is an 

underdeveloped field of research, dominated by quantitative assessments of cultures 

defined as static sets of traits (Falkheimer & Heide, 2006). Studies of the variable effects 

of cultural differences on public relations and crisis communication strategies are 

relatively rare (Sriramesh & Vercic, 2003). As Freitag (2002) pointed out, even the term 

“international public relations” is becoming outdated. In a globalized society, virtually all 

communication practices are multinational and multicultural. The vast majority of 

audiences is multicultural regardless of their specific geographical location. Even 

companies operating within U.S. boundaries will most likely address multicultural 

audiences. 

To explore the role of multiculturalism in crises, this project adopts a perspective 

largely used in other research fields, such as psychology, education, and nursing, based 
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on the theories of Sue (1991, 2001), who argued that multicultural settings and 

encounters are too rich and complex to be divided into sets of discrete traits. He proposed 

that to efficiently work in a globalized society professionals need to (a) be aware of their 

own beliefs and attitudes towards several cultures, including their own, (b) be open to 

novel knowledge, actively looking for accurate information about other social and 

cultural perspectives, and (c) be committed to respect diversity and act against prejudice. 

This perspective can compel crisis communication strategies to take multiculturalism into 

account.  

Purpose and Significance of this Study 

Primarily, this study seeks to extend current crisis communication scholarship by 

proposing that cultural awareness and competence are basic tools for effective corporate 

crisis strategies. As a result, this study proposes that communication professionals and 

corporations need to include a cultural dimension in their thinking about crises. Coming 

from different cultures, audiences and public relations practitioners may differently 

perceive the locus and level of corporate responsibility as well as the proper use of crisis 

responses to specific crisis situations.  

This study concentrates on three goals. The first is to identify whether 

multicultural influences are considered relevant by communication professionals during 

crises. The second goal is to assess which individual characteristics influence 

communication professionals’ ability to develop crisis communication strategies with 

cultural differences in mind. The third goal is to explore whether representative U.S. 

media focus on cultural elements of crises and if so, which cultural aspects are the most 

relevant.  
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These three goals led to four major research questions, which are developed into 

sub-questions in the next chapter. The first research question sought to establish 

practitioners’ awareness of multiculturalism: 

RQ1: How do communication professionals themselves define multiculturalism 

and its role in crisis communication? 

Exploring further the role of cultural influences on crises, it is necessary to assess 

how personal characteristics may affect communication professionals’ ability to 

culturally adjust crisis communication strategies as well as their capacity to identify and 

avoid or minimize potential problems caused by conflicting cultural values. Therefore, 

this study borrows a model for cultural competence proposed by Sue (2001), to examine 

how three specific competencies— attitudes and beliefs, knowledge, and skills—

influence the design of crisis communication strategies. This model is expressed in the 

second research question: 

RQ2: How do communication professionals assess their own abilities to 

understand and design effective crisis communication strategies for other cultures?  

Prior scholarship has identified cultural misunderstandings as one factor that 

makes already-acute crises worse (Lee, 2004). However, the next research question 

examines the underexplored influence of cultural understanding before a crisis hits. Most 

commonly, crisis communication experts adopt a three-stage model to describe crisis 

episodes: precrisis, crisis, and postcrisis.  Broadly, during the precrisis stage corporations 

scan the environment to identify risk factors and prevent potential crises (Coombs, 1999). 

Diverse cultural values may result in an ineffective process of environment scanning 

where risk factors are disregarded due to lack of cultural sensitivity. Organizations are 
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immersed in cultural contexts during their entire life span, and the ability to consider 

other cultural paradigms can prevent sensitive topics from becoming active crises. To 

assess what factors influence communication professionals’ ability to efficiently scan 

diverse environments, the third research question was proposed: 

RQ3: How much do communication professionals take diverse cultures into 

account when scanning environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs? 

As a complementary step, it is also important to understand how the media 

portray the cultural aspects of crises. Indeed, as a consequence of the network society, 

corporate crises are experienced in virtually real time by people in different geographical 

locations and with diverse cultural backgrounds through media coverage of these 

episodes. News frames emphasize certain aspects of a perceived reality, making these 

constructs more salient (Entman, 1993; Gitlin, 1980). This chosen salience influences 

media and public agendas, shaping how society perceives and understands an event, and 

thereby providing an index of what cultural elements the society deems important 

(Fairhust & Sarr, 1996; Knight, 1999; McCombs & Ghanem, 2001). To identify how 

representative U.S. media portray cultural aspects of crises, a final research question was 

posited: 

RQ4: What cultural elements, if any, are typically emphasized by the media when 

covering corporate crises?  

In summary, this study aims to extend current understanding of crisis 

communication strategies by (a) examining communication professionals’ perceived 

relevance of cultural elements during crises; (b) assessing how personal attitudes and 

beliefs, openness to new knowledge, and communication skills influence communication 
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professionals when they seek potential sources of crises as well as when  they design 

crisis communication strategies; and (c) identifying whether cultural elements are 

highlighted by U.S. media when covering corporate crises. 

Textual analysis of interviews with communication professionals will be used to 

answer the first research question. Statistical analysis of survey’s results conducted with 

communication professionals will be used to assess the individual abilities of 

practitioners, answering the second and third research questions. Semantic network 

analysis of media coverage of corporate crises will be used to respond the last research 

question. All four research questions will be further developed in the next chapter, within 

a detailed account of theoretical frameworks and prior research.  
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 1871, Tyler offered one of the first systematic definitions of culture, referring 

to it as “that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, custom, and 

many other capabilities and habits acquired by man [and woman] as a member of 

society” (Macnamara, 2003, p. 323). Since then, many other definitions have been 

crafted; however, despite its relevance to the study of societies, organizations, and their 

communication practices, a definition of culture is not a settled issue. For example, Hall 

(1976) defined culture as the meanings and practices learned through experiences within 

a specific community. For him, “the natural act of thinking is greatly modified by 

culture” p. 7), so that cultural values influence how people select aspects of reality and 

act upon them. Similarly, Banks (2000) stated that cultures are “to be defined as systems 

of meaning group members acquire through experiential apprenticeship” (p. 12). Cultures 

are based on specific social rules that predict, at least to a certain extent, the behavior of 

individuals who belong to the same cultural group (Sha, 2006). Culture affects people’s 

processes of perception, acting as a lens through which specific groups see the world and 

ascribe relevance to issues (Jandt, 2007). As Hofstede (1984) proposed, culture is “the 

collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human 

group from another” (p. 21). This mental programming influences how individuals 

interact with each other and with their environment.  

Individuals’ and organizations’ communication practices are the means by which 

they create, share, and challenge meaning and cultural values (Sha, 2006). Above all, 

cultures emerge in communication contexts. Cultural values influence and are influenced 
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by communication exchanges that occur in several realms, from interpersonal instances to 

organizational environments (Collier, 1989). Even corporations take shape through 

people’s processes of meaning creation and reality interpretation. These processes are 

increasingly altered by interactions among people from diverse cultures (Stohl, 2000). 

Crises too are the result of individuals’ interpretations of reality (Heath & Millar, 

2004). As part of organizational life, behavior, and discourse, the meaning of a crisis 

accretes through ongoing interactions among people who seek to interpret that unusual 

and unexpected event (Heath, 2004). Individuals’ reactions to reality are strongly 

influenced by their beliefs, values, and culture. When human beings interact, they do so 

based on a deeply interconnected web of cultural values and traditions (Stohl, 2000).  

Therefore, it is impossible to leave cultural values and expectations out of crisis 

strategy. This research project focuses on the role of cultural influences in crisis 

communication strategies, investigating crises and crisis responses as social constructs. 

The research questions presented in the last chapter explore whether and how 

communication professionals perceive a role for cultural variability in crisis 

communication strategies and stages. To lay the groundwork, the first section of this 

chapter discusses crisis definitions and crisis phases. The second section introduces and 

describes a multicultural approach to public relations scholarship, and theories of culture 

and cultural competence that can improve our understanding of multicultural influences 

on crises and crisis communication strategies. The third section focuses on the function of 

news coverage of crises.  The last section emphasizes that cultural diversity is a central 

element in our globalized society, embedded in corporations’ daily routines and 
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communication practices. In each section the research questions and sub-questions are 

presented in detail.  

Crisis Episodes: Theory and Practice 

Crises represent serious threats to the most fundamental goals of an organization 

and its stakeholders. These events are unexpected and sometimes unpredictable. No 

matter what the size of an organization, a crisis interrupts normal business and damages 

corporate reputation; it can imperil future growth, profitability, and even the company’s 

survival. Crises jeopardize the interests of employees, managers, suppliers, stockholders, 

victims, and community members. Sometimes lives are at stake. As a result, crisis 

episodes affect individuals’ sense of reality, security, and normality (Seeger et al., 2003). 

Problems happen at companies every day, but one single crisis may be enough to 

significantly damage or even destroy an organization (Coombs, 1999; Fearn-Banks, 

2002; Hearit & Courtright, 2004; Heath & Millar, 2004; Lerbinger, 1997). For example, 

more than two decades after the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska, on March 24, 1989, the 

company still battles against economic and reputational losses. Exxon’s communication 

strategies work to foster a pro-environmental persona, attributing the cause of the 

incident to a myriad of factors (Heath, 2004). However, the company’s actions contradict 

the pro-environmental façade. Exxon spent twenty years in a legal battle to avoid paying 

$470 million in interest on more than $507.5 million in punitive damages following the 

11 million gallon spill of crude in Prince William Sound. It was not until June 30, 2009 

that Exxon decided not to appeal further and announced that it would soon make a 

payment on the interest accrued during its years of resistance (Pemberton, 2009). 
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During crisis situations, stakeholders have reasons to assume that a company has 

lost control over its operations. From this standpoint, crises represent organizations’ 

struggle for regaining control of actions and events (Heath & Millar, 2004). Crises are 

turning points in the relationship between an organization and its audiences (Banks, 

2000; Lerbinger, 1997). Quick, consistent, and active responses can facilitate companies’ 

recovery from critical events (Huang & Su, 2009). On the other hand, poor actions and 

strategies may represent “the death of an organization’s reputation and perhaps itself” 

(Heath & Millar, 2004, p. 2). As Coombs and Holladay (2009) pointed out, crisis 

responses strategies affect important crisis communication outcomes, such as 

organizational reputation, negative word-of-mouth, and audiences’ anger towards a 

company.  

Whereas immediate response to crisis events is crucial to control the situation and 

mitigate negative consequences, it is also crucial to acknowledge that these events have 

different meanings to the various actors involved. Perceptions of events can be equally, if 

not more, important than the actual event (Ni, 2009). Crisis episodes are subject to 

different interpretations that sometimes illustrate competing points of view (Heath & 

Millar, 2004). Despite the occurrence of a concrete event, crises are highly influenced by 

the communicative actions taken to define, describe, and solve them (Hearit & 

Courtright, 2004). In effect, crises and responses to these critical episodes are small 

narratives, representing individual interpretations of what has happened. Generally these 

interpretations do not follow a linear and organized process (Tyler, 2005), but are 

subjective and greatly influenced by culture (Eisenberg & Riley, 2000).  
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Despite its clear relevance to the study of crises and public relations strategies, the 

influence of cultural diversity in corporate communication strategies has been neglected 

both in theory and practice (Sriramesh, Moghan, & Wei, 2007). Multicultural elements 

permeate each aspect of a crisis. In fact, culture should be seen as the nexus of public 

relations practices and globalized markets. As a result of demand on the field, public 

relations scholarship has to adopt a comprehensive approach to the study of culture and 

communication strategies (Sriramesh & Duhé, 2009). Diverse meanings and cultural 

values affect the way critical events and corporate responses are interpreted (Eisenberg & 

Riley, 2000; Gordon, 1997). Cultural diversity can, indeed, worsen the consequences of 

these events for companies (Seeger et al., 2003). For all these reasons, this research 

project aims to expand the understanding of cultural influences in crises, asking 

practitioners about the role of cultural diversity in their own thinking about crises, as well 

as their organization’s emphasis on culture in strategizing about crises. Therefore, the 

first research questions proposed are as follows: 

RQ1: How do communication professionals themselves define multiculturalism 

and its role in crisis communication? 

RQ1a: To what extent do communication professionals perceive cultural elements 

as important aspects of crisis episodes? 

RQ1b: According to communication professionals, what are the most relevant 

cultural elements to be addressed when designing crisis communication strategies? 

RQ1c: How often, according to communication professionals, do corporations 

culturally adjust crisis communication strategies? 
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Crisis Stages 

Most commonly, crisis communication experts adopt a model that encompasses 

three broad phases: precrisis, crisis, and postcrisis (Coombs, 1999). Each of these stages 

is composed of specific subphases and actions that are influenced by cultural diversity 

(Coombs, 1999).   Public relations messages are not fully controlled by corporations and 

communications professionals; audiences negotiate the meanings of facts and crisis 

strategies based on their cultural expectations (Curtin & Gaither, 2007). This negotiation 

process happens throughout the life span of a company, affecting all the stages of a 

critical episode. In reality, understanding diverse cultural expectations can minimize 

misunderstandings and potentially prevent crises (Becker, 2005). 

The precrisis stage 

Each phase of a crisis encompasses specific actions and situations that may be 

differently affected by cultural diversity.  The precrisis stage involves prevention and 

performance. In these two subphases, communication professionals (a) scan the 

environment to identify crisis signs and risk factors, (b) take actions to prevent crises 

when possible, or at least to mitigate their consequences, (c) plan crisis responses 

strategies, and (d) train the appropriate staff (Coombs, 1999).   

Lack of cultural sensitivity will likely hinder organizations’ chances to identify 

risk factors and to minimize the probability of a potential crisis. In addition, guided by 

specific cultural values, communication professionals may neglect troubling signs, take 

inefficient actions—or no action at all—to prevent a critical situation and, therefore, be 

poorly prepared to plan and execute efficient crisis communication strategies. Moreover, 

cultural characteristics may affect the importance regarded to crisis prevention and 
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planning. For example, Liu, Chang and Zhao (2009) showed that Chinese executives do 

not equate crisis management with prevention and planning. Problematic business 

behaviors are tolerated so as to maintain a harmonious environment. 

Scholars are beginning to explore the impact of those cultural values on crisis 

outcomes. For example, Wrigley, Ota, and Kikuchi (2006) examined the role of a 

personal style of communication and collectivism in crisis episodes. They suggested that 

extremely close personal connections and communications, as well as an emphasis on 

keeping a harmonious work environment, both characteristics of the Japanese culture, can 

result in inflexible organizations that are less able to identify risk factors and more prone 

to crises. On the other hand, Menon and Goh (2005), examining Singapore’s successful 

campaign against severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), pointed out that personal 

connections and communication style, a strong sense of collective responsibility, and 

trust in the government were the fundamental elements that defined the crisis strategies 

used to control and defeat the infectious outbreak. 

Similarly, examining South Korean crisis communication practices, Kim et al. 

(2008) pointed out that collectivist values affect perceptions of what constitutes a 

problematic situation and an adequate crisis response. Unconditional loyalty to 

corporations, the importance of interpersonal relationships, and internal harmony guide 

crisis communication strategies in South Korea. They emphasized that respecting the 

South Korean crisis communication style is a necessary condition for successful crisis 

recovery.  

Analyzing a different aspect of Asian cultures, Zhang, Shen, and Jiang (2009), 

explained the ways in which guanxi affects public relations practices and can prevent 
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potential crisis. As the authors pointed out, guanxi represents the entrance or access to a 

network of people and resources. It is a metaphor for “the way the Chinese view their 

networks of connections” (p. 229) that has to be carefully and patiently cultivated. Their 

findings showed that good guanxi can facilitate media and governmental relations, 

preventing problems from becoming full-blown crises. 

Xifra and Ordeix (2009) also showed that certain cultural characteristics can 

lessen corporate risk behaviors, which in turn can prevent crises. They investigated the 

reasons why Spanish banks have endured the worldwide financial crisis since early 2007 

with relatively minor scratches. Focusing on Banco Santander as a representative case 

study, the authors highlighted that, in addition to the bank’s conservative lending 

practices, its constant dialogue with stakeholders has paved a solid road through the 

crisis. According to the authors, reflecting the Spanish culture, Banco Santander’s 

stakeholders actively participate in the bank’s decision making, preventing excessive 

risk-taking procedures. 

Although it is a relevant aspect, the role played by cultural influences during the 

precrisis phase has not been studied extensively. Some studies, like the examples above, 

have investigated the function of specific cultural characteristics on the societal level 

when organizations seek potential problems and plan for crises. However, on the 

individual level the effects of conflicting cultural expectations and lack of cultural 

sensitivity when scanning environments and planning strategies before crises hit have not 

yet been examined. Therefore, this research project will assess how certain personal 

characteristics can influence communication professionals’ ability to thoroughly scan 

cultural diverse environments seeking for risk factors. Assessing the views of 
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communication practitioners about cultural values, their openness to different 

worldviews, and their skills to adapt their actions to different cultures, this research 

project will examine how cultural diversity affects precrisis actions. 

The acute crisis stage 

The next stage in the lifecycle of a crisis is the acute crisis stage, which begins 

when a specific event triggers the crisis. This stage ends when the crisis is considered 

resolved (Coombs, 1999).  

During the acute phase, managers, senior executives, and communication 

professionals take actions to contain and mitigate economic and reputational damage. The 

first step is to understand as soon as possible all aspects of the triggering event. Next, 

actions focus on crisis containment procedures (Coombs, 1999). In part, actions are taken 

to handle the crisis per se—for example, containing an oil spill, as in the Exxon/Valdez 

case in Alaska, in 1989, or containing the spread of poisonous gases in the environment, 

as in the Union Carbide/Bhopal case in India, in 1984. In addition, during the acute crisis 

stage, corporations have to address stakeholders’ questions and concerns. Organizations 

need to portray themselves as being in control of the situation, as well as showing 

compassion for the distress caused. Following containment, corporations take actions to 

resume operations quickly. Business resumption strengthens audiences’ perceptions that a 

crisis is over and a company has regained control of the situation (Coombs, 1999).  

Several scholars have concentrated their research on the ways diverse audiences 

perceive and interpret corporations and their communication strategies during acute 

crises. For example, Lee (2004), investigating Hong Kong consumers’ evaluation of 

organizational crises, suggested that attributions of responsibility are influenced by 
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cultural values, affecting what type of crisis strategies should be applied. He pointed out 

that a no-comment response is equated with wisdom in the Chinese culture, and is 

therefore a well-accepted crisis strategy in Hong Kong, whereas in Western cultures, 

silence at a critical moment is interpreted as lack of control and uncertainty by a 

corporation, and is not an effective strategy (Coombs, 1999). Xu (2006) analyzed three 

multinational organizations in China that have faced recent corporate crises and found 

similar results to Lee’s; that is, a no-comment response is well accepted by the Chinese 

audience, while apologies are understood as merely ritualistic behavior.  

Exploring different aspects of Asian cultures, other scholars have investigated the 

consequences of personal connections and collectivist values in communication 

strategies. For example, Sriramesh (2002) showed that public relations practices in Asia 

often are limited to maintaining good relationships with the government. Hung (2004) 

argued that the relational orientation of Chinese culture greatly affects organizations’ 

communication practices. Guanxi, the Chinese word for personal network, has to be the 

basis for public relations and crisis tactics, according to Hung. Similarly, analyzing how 

collectivist values shape crisis communication strategies in Taiwan, Huang et al. (2005) 

stated that relationship maintenance and cultivation are the main purposes of 

communication in the Chinese culture. As a result, these researchers identified new 

categories of crisis responses grounded on strategic ambiguity that can put a crisis to rest. 

Termed “diversion,” this new type of crisis response represents the necessity to maintain 

a harmonious relationship even if a problem cannot be solved. Meng (2010) also showed 

that victim-oriented strategies, in which an organization emphasizes its relationship with 

consumers as the most valuable asset, are key for effective crisis management in China. 
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A historical sense of culture can be particularly important in handling crises. In 

this connection, Bardhan (2003) and Bardhan and Patwardhan (2003) showed that 

previous relations with the host nation and culture can also affect public relations and 

crisis strategies of corporations operating abroad. Both studies examined ways in which 

the Indian cultural context affects the conceptualization of corporate communication 

practices. They argued that communication strategies can overcome Indians’ resistance 

only if organizations make a genuine effort to understand the country’s historical and 

cultural context, designing communication strategies that are sensitive to cultural issues 

and well adapted to societal values. In India, it is important to emphasize community 

relations and social initiatives, employ local personnel, and learn about the Indian culture. 

Along the same lines, Han and Zhang (2009) showed that a previous history of military 

invasion in China was equated with an economic invasion when Starbucks opened a café 

inside the Forbidden City. Strong public outcry led to the store closing. 

Mentioning the high levels of uncertainty and ever changing character of Latin 

America countries, de Brooks and Waymer (2009) showed that political structures, 

combined with cultural characteristics, largely determine crisis communication practices 

in Latin America. Analyzing a legal dispute over the Las Cristinas mine in south 

Venezuela, the authors showed that social discourse was a crucial strategy adopted by 

Crystallex International Corporation to reaffirm its legitimate ownership of Las Cristinas. 

This strategy focused on emphasizing a strong partnership with the Venezuelan 

government, as well as emphasizing a genuine effort to address the community’ needs.  

Cultural influences on crisis strategies are not limited to differences between 

countries. Cultural diversity is an increasingly important characteristic of audiences 
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within the U.S. as well (Becker, 2005; Sha, 2006). For example, Marimoto and La Ferle 

(2008) examined the influence of culture on Asian Americans’ perception of source 

credibility. The authors argued that ad models who share the same ethnicity with the 

study’s participants were considered more credible and were able to influence, to a 

greater degree, participants’ willingness to buy the product advertised.  Although their 

study focused mainly on advertisements, it is possible to trace a parallel with 

organizations’ spokespersons during a crisis.  In fact, as Liu et al (2009) postulated, the 

perceived similarity and sense of responsibility of corporate leaders play a key role on 

their levels of credibility and effectiveness.  Alvarez and Helms (2001) also emphasized 

that racial and cultural identities function as filters that individuals use to interact with 

society and organizations.   

Along the same lines, Appiah (2001) pointed out that in corporate discourse 

cultural cues increase the chances of an organization to be perceived as similar and to be 

liked by diverse ethnic groups. Coombs and Holladay (2009) showed that visual cues 

provided by spokespersons may reinforce organizations’ concern and commitment to 

specific audiences. Investigating the way African, Hispanic, Asian, and Caucasian 

Americans responded to ads, Appiah (2001) stated that, especially for minority groups, 

ads presenting symbols, characters, and values similar to the intended audience are more 

effective than those that lack these similarities.  Therefore, it seems that spokespersons’ 

cultural cues can increase their level of credibility and influence. Moreover, within 

nations, diverse cultural backgrounds influence the way specific audiences perceive 

critical episodes and corporate responses. 
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All these studies focused primarily on the way cultural background influences 

perceptions of severe crises and crisis strategies. Most of them were published since 

2000, showing that multicultural influences on crisis have recently started to be 

recognized as an important topic in the public relations field. Although these source-

credibility studies focus on cultural diversity, these studies do not focus on crises or 

multinational audiences’ perceptions about cultural crisis strategies. This research project 

applies the filtering function of cultural identity to assess how personal characteristics can 

influence communication professionals’ ability to develop crisis communication 

strategies with cultural differences in mind. 

The postcrisis stage 

The last macro stage is the postcrisis. During this phase, companies evaluate the 

efficacy of their strategies, make the necessary adjustments to their crisis tactics and to 

their operation in order to avoid another crisis, and implement follow-up communications 

with stakeholders (Coombs, 1999). It is during the postcrisis that the long-term impact of 

a crisis on corporate reputation and legitimacy can be effectively measured.  

Audiences’ and practitioners’ cultural expectations certainly affect this stage of 

crises as well. However, this potential effect is not being assessed on this project. This 

study aimed at measuring the influence of culture on practitioners’ ability to identify risk 

factors—one of the main tasks during the precrisis stage—as well as, their ability to 

design crisis communication strategies—the main task during the acute crisis stage. If 

this potential effect is proved to be significant, as a next step it will be important to assess 

the potential effect of cultural expectations during the postcrisis stage of crisis events. 
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Handling the Challenges Brought by Multiculturalism:  

Public Relations, Multicultural Environments, and Cultural Competence 

The reasoning behind intercultural public relations theory is the necessity to 

account for the influence of diverse cultural identities on the public relations strategies of 

organizations and their audiences’ perceptions of these tactics (Sha, 2006). In effect, 

corporate identities that are consonant with communities’ social and cultural expectations 

contribute to positive corporate reputation, which in turn contributes to better 

relationships with target audiences (Sha, 2009). Social, historical, and cultural contexts 

have an effect on the multiple messages generated by corporations and interpreted by 

audiences (Berger, 1999).  As Hofstede (1984) proposed, culture is “the collective 

programming of the mind” (p. 21) that guides individuals’ interactions with each other 

and with organizations. Culture is composed of the system of meanings that specific 

groups adopt to interpret and act upon reality (Banks, 2000). Being unaware of social, 

historical, and cultural traditions may lead practitioners to use disrespectful or biased 

language and images, paving the way for a public relations disaster (Creedon & Al-

Khaja, 2005). 

Multicultural public relations strategies are intended to connect organizations with 

their relevant audiences, “taking full account of the normal human variations in the 

systems of meaning by which groups understand and enact their everyday lives” (Banks, 

2000, p. 20). Culture has a central importance in determining how companies will 

communicate with diverse audiences, given that corporate communications strategies are 

embedded in culturally constructed values and aim to produce culturally mediated 

behaviors (Hodges, 2006; Zaharna, 2001). Cultural frames are inherent in the way people 
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understand companies’ messages and negotiate these meanings (Choi & Cameron, 2005; 

Curtin & Gaither, 2007; Van Pelt & Dutta, 2007).  

Therefore, the study of crises and crisis communication strategies can greatly 

benefit from the analysis of cultural influences during critical episodes, which is the main 

goal of this research project. The discussion of several frameworks for the study of 

intercultural interactions demonstrates the relevance of cultural influences in corporate 

discourse, and paves the way for the concept of cultural competence to assess how 

communication professionals perceive cultural influences in crises. 

Frameworks to study intercultural interactions 

Culture is most commonly analyzed through two different approaches. Etic 

approaches focus on aspects of cultural variability to explain similarities and differences 

among cultures (Gudykunst, 1997; Zaharna, 2001). Etic studies are based on an external 

observer’s identification of characteristics that differentiate between cultures, focusing on 

comparisons (Martinez, 2007). Hofstede’s (1984) cultural dimensions are a well-known 

example of this approach. On the other hand, emic studies of cultural interactions 

describe cultural elements from an insider’s perspective (Gudykunst, 1997). Describing 

distinctive characteristics of individual cultures, emic research concentrates on the 

function and meaning of specific cultural elements (Martinez, 2007; Zaharna, 2001). 

Hall’s (1959) distinction between low- and high-context cultures is a particularly well-

known example of the emic approach and the function of specific cultural elements. As 

Hall (1959) postulated, low-context cultures expect meanings to be explicitly stated in 

communication messages. For high-context cultures, meanings are implicitly understood 
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based on social cues. This specific characteristic of individual cultures—low- versus 

high-context—affects the function and the meanings of communication messages.   

A lesser-known, but also valid, approach is Zaharna’s (2001) “in-awareness” 

approach, investigating how cultural elements interact during communication exchanges. 

Zaharna’s scholarship is one example of mixed approaches to the study of cross-cultural 

interactions. Scholars affiliated with this line of thought focus on the process of 

interaction and ways to promote mutual understanding. Examples of each approach are 

discussed next.  

Etic aspects of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions 

Hofstede’s (1984) cultural dimensions represent a widely applied framework for 

the study of cultural variability in organizational settings. Although cultural values and 

habits depend on individual characteristics, personality, and unique experiences, it is 

possible to assess general cultural tendencies within each society (Hofstede, 1984; 1991). 

His proposed cultural dimensions are (a) power distance, which measures to what extent 

less powerful individuals accept and expect power inequalities in society; (b) uncertainty 

avoidance, which shows the different levels of tolerance for uncertainty in diverse 

countries; (c) individualism and collectivism, which gauge the strength of the links 

between individuals in a society as well as whether individualist or collectivist interests 

will prevail; and (d) masculinity and femininity, which assess differences in caring values 

(e.g. modesty and nurturing) regardless of biological gender (Hofstede, 1984).  In 1991, 

Hofstede added a fifth dimension to his framework: long- and short-term orientation. 

People with a long-term orientation value perseverance and highly praise harmony. On 

the other hand, individuals with a short-term orientations value innovation, risk taking, 
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and flexibility. These cultural dimensions can be used to assess differences and 

similarities in communication behavior across countries. 

Hall’s seminal emic study of cultural interactions 

The first set of cultural traits suggested in 1959 by Edward Hall’s Silent Language 

(1959) was the first scholarly work to describe cultures in terms of a systematic set of 

characteristic traits, and these are still applied in communication scholarship. His 

proposed traits refer to language and context, time, and cultural standards for personal 

interaction. They aim to understand different cultures from the natives’ point of view. 

The first trait is the idea of low- and high-context cultures that are differentiated by the 

amount of meaning embedded in people’s language—or “code”—or in their social and 

cultural contexts. Low-context cultures place very little meaning in contexts. Everything 

is explicit and explained by the code. In contrast, high-context cultures rely heavily on 

contextual meanings.  Hall’s second cultural trait explores differences in the meaning of 

time. In monochronic cultures, individuals concentrate on doing one thing at a time, 

whereas people from polychronic cultures have an abstract and non-linear understanding 

of time, preferring to do many things at one time and being less attached to strict 

schedules (Zaharna, 2004). Differences in cultural standards for personal interaction—the 

concept of proxemics—is the third trait proposed by Hall, who argued that cultural habits 

determine how close or far apart two people will stand when interacting (Rogers, Hart, & 

Mike, 2002).  

The mixed approaches and the interaction focus 

Zaharna (2001) proposed a framework for the study of intercultural 

communication based on Hall’s (1976) concept of “in-awareness” that combines etic and 
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emic elements. She argued that the study of numerous dimensions that characterize a 

specific nation, such as high- or low- context code, monochronic or polychronic time, a 

“doing” or “being” orientation, and a country’s economic and political structure, should 

be combined with an insider’s understanding of multiple communication behaviors 

(Zaharna, 2000). Analyzing communicative, cultural, and structural characteristics of 

countries, she suggested that is possible to position communication practitioners and 

clients from diverse cultural backgrounds in a shared “in-awareness” zone, where both 

sides understand each other’s worldview and cultural expectations (Zaharna, 2001). She 

provided numerous examples of ways in which a country can encompass many cultures, 

as in Yugoslavia or South Africa, and a culture can include many countries, as in Arab or 

Hispanic cultures.  

According to Zaharna (2001), cultural influences on public relations practices can 

be investigated by analyzing a country’s overall profile, its cultural profile, and its 

communication profile. The overall country profile focuses on structural components of a 

nation that have an effect on public relations practices, such as legal restrictions for 

corporate practices in a specific country. A country’s cultural profile identifies types of 

corporate actions and discourses that will be well accepted and most effective given the 

social and cultural norms of a nation. Finally, a country’s communication profile is based 

on the nation’s communication styles, which have an effect on the efficacy of corporate 

communications strategies. For example, in high-context countries like Arab nations, 

news releases have a different function than in the U.S., a low-context country. In the 

U.S., the features and advantages of products or services are explained at length, given 

that every item of important information has to be explicit. In contrast, in an Arab 
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country, news releases concentrate on endorsements by respected individuals, and the 

tone can be vaguer (Zaharna, 2001). 

Gaining this type of in-depth knowledge about clients’ cultures is a key task for 

communication practitioners in a globalized environment.  Several other scholars have 

combined etic and emic aspects in an effort to develop frameworks that not only examine 

elements of cultural interactions, but also promote mutual understanding. For example, 

Jablin and Sias (2004) claimed that in-depth knowledge about another country’s or 

society’s cultural values, symbols and traditions, communication norms, and economic 

and social contexts is crucial to truly understand the communicative practices of a 

specific society; such knowledge is  crucial for organizations to thrive in a global market. 

Similarly, Hammer, Nishida, and Wiseman (1996) argued that understanding rules of 

behavior and cultural norms, as well as showing respect and a neutral position toward 

different cultural expectations and habits, are necessary conditions to minimize cultural 

misunderstandings in multicultural settings. Finally, Jandt (2007) argued that competent 

intercultural communicators need to have (a) message skills, or the ability to understand 

the language; (b) behavioral flexibility, or the ability to select appropriate behavior in the 

eye of the receiver; (c) interaction management, or the ability to initiate conversation and 

a genuine desire to interact with other cultures; and (d) social skills, or the capacity to 

show empathy and negotiate cultural meanings, maintaining one’s own identity. 

A well-rounded framework to study intercultural interactions and communication 

is based on the definition of cultural competence as the ability to effectively interact and 

communicate with other people in a pluralistic society, considering and respecting 

gender, class, religious, racial, ethnic, cultural, and sexual differences (Sue, 1991, 2001). 
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Cultural competence involves negotiating cultural meanings, understanding differences, 

and, if necessary, altering behaviors and procedures (Sue, 2001). To become culturally 

competent one first needs to be aware of one’s own beliefs about multiple cultures, 

including one’s own. Second, one should be open to diverse knowledge, actively looking 

for accurate information about other cultural perspectives and lifestyles. Finally, one 

should develop communication skills to transmit accurate information in a manner that 

respects different cultural expectations (Sue, 1991).  

Sue (2001) proposed a multiple dimension cultural competence model (MDCC) 

that has three main dimensions. The first dimension concentrates on similarities and 

differences involving race and culture. Sue proposed that all human beings share 

similarities, such as “(a) biological and physical similarities, (b) common life experiences 

(birth, death, love, sadness, and others), (c) self-awareness, and (d) ability to use symbols 

such as language” (p. 793). Individuals are all unique, yet we have similarities that make 

us human beings. As a group, human beings also have differences. Through its values, 

norms, and traditions, the cultural context where we were born greatly influences our 

behaviors, fostering similar patterns that give us a sense of belonging to a specific group 

while differentiating us from other groups.   

The second dimension of Sue’s (2001) MDCC model includes the three 

components of cultural competence: attitudes and beliefs, knowledge, and skills. 

Achieving cultural competence demands that individuals understand their own cultural 

biases and see how this conditioning affects their perceptions of reality, beliefs, values, 

and forms of interaction. Moreover, culturally competent people seek accurate knowledge 
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about diverse worldviews. Lastly, cultural competence requires culturally appropriate 

communication skills and interactive behaviors (Sue, 2001). 

The final dimension of the MDCC model concentrates on four levels of analysis, 

calling attention to the fact that systemic changes are needed to make an organization 

culturally sensitive and competent. Culturally competent professionals can still be 

ineffective in multicultural settings due to organizational and societal barriers to cultural 

diversity (Sue, 2001). At the first level, individuals’ barriers to cultural competence 

represent the most basic obstacles. Personal biases, prejudice, and misinformation about 

cultural differences can impair people’s ability to successfully interact in multicultural 

settings (Sue, 1991). At the second, professional level, most theories and procedures are 

based on a Eurocentric perspective (Sue, 2001). In the case of public relations, as 

Sriramesh and Vercic (2003) pointed out, strategies and definitions of public relations 

functions are based on the American model of democracy and a free market. It is 

necessary to reevaluate strategies and goals in light of different cultural contexts and 

expectations. Appropriate communication practices and goals in one society can be 

incompatible with the cultural values of another society. At the third level, organizations 

also have to move toward a broad acceptance of cultural variability (Betancourt, Green, 

Carrillo, & Ananeh-Firempong II, 2003). Most corporations are nondiscriminatory 

organizations, in which equal employment opportunities and affirmative actions have 

been instituted, but cultural diversity is still not seen as a valuable asset (Sue, 2001). 

Finally, at the societal level, ethnocentric processes of decision making and the elites’ 

power to define reality are barriers to multiculturalism. Nevertheless, these aspects are so 

diffused in society that they are rarely challenged (Sue, 2001). 
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The MDCC model offers valid guidelines for analysis of corporate crises in 

multicultural settings. It takes into account the formative function of culture, emphasizing 

that cultural norms, beliefs, and expectations shape individuals’ understanding of reality. 

However, Sue’s (2001) model has also limitations. An investigation focusing on all the 

aspects that compose the MDCC’s dimensions may be too complex and time-consuming 

to be undertaken (Reynolds, 2001; Riley, Baker, & Hill, 2001).  

Acknowledging the MDCC’s limitations, this research project concentrates on the 

second dimension of the model, asking to what extent the main three components of 

cultural competence can affect communication professionals’ ability to handle crises in 

multicultural environments. This research project assesses communication practitioners’ 

(a) ability to identify their own and others’ cultural values, (b) their openness to diverse 

knowledge and worldviews, and (c) their skills to adapt their actions and messages in 

response to different cultures. It examines how the elements of cultural competence 

influence practitioners’ ability to evaluate crisis risk factors and design crisis 

communication strategies that reflect a culturally diverse environment. Specific research 

questions addressed are the following: 

RQ2: How do communication professionals assess their own abilities to 

understand and design effective crisis communications for other cultures? 

RQ2a: How much does communication professionals’ ability to identify their own 

and others’ cultural biases influence their design of crisis communication strategies? 

RQ2b: How much does communication professionals’ openness to diverse 

knowledge influence their design of crisis communication strategies? 
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RQ2c: How much do communication professionals’ skills at adapting actions and 

messages to other cultures influence their design of crisis communication strategies? 

The role played by cultural influences during the precrisis phase has been greatly 

understudied. Specifically, scholarship has not yet examined the effects of conflicting 

cultural expectations and lack of cultural sensitivity when practitioners scan 

environments and plan strategies before crises hit. This research project explores the 

ways in which cultural diversity affects precrisis actions, assessing how certain personal 

characteristics can influence communication professionals’ ability to thoroughly scan 

culturally diverse environments seeking for risk factors. Specific research questions 

addressed are the following: 

RQ3: How much do communication professionals take diverse cultures into 

account when scanning environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs? 

RQ3a: How much does communication professionals’ ability to identify their own 

and others’ cultural biases influence their level of effectiveness of scanning environments 

for risk factors? 

RQ3b: How much does communication professionals’ openness to diverse 

knowledge influence their level of effectiveness of scanning environments for risk 

factors? 

RQ3c: How much do communication professionals’ skills at adapting actions and 

messages to other cultures influence their level of effectiveness of scanning environments 

for risk factors? 
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Framing Events and Constructing Perceptions of Organizations and Crises 

New technologies and the pace of information production and distribution greatly 

augment the potential reach of a crisis event (Curtin and Gaither, 2007). Indeed, as Borda 

and Mackey-Kallis (2001) argued, news coverage of a crisis can spread to audiences even 

before senior management has a chance to hear about the episode. Currently, 

relationships with audiences can be damaged online just minutes after a crisis hit a 

company. For example, Martinelli and Briggs (1998), analyzing Odwalla’s juice 

contamination case, one of the first major corporate crises during the Internet era, 

emphasized the role of speed in news diffusion about the situation. At the time that the 

contamination was discovered, the tainted juice had been distributed to eight different 

locations in U.S. and Canada. However, the use of new technologies, such as the Internet, 

to circulate news about the crisis “ensured a global audience for the problem” (p. 450).  

Audiences all over the globe currently experience organizations and corporate 

crises in virtually real time through diverse media (Taylor, 2000). As Coombs and 

Holladay (2009) postulated, “crises are largely a mediated experience for the vast 

majority of stakeholders” (p. 5). Similarly, An and Gower (2009) showed that people 

seek information about crisis events and evaluate these event based on media coverage of 

them. However, people’s interpretations of news articles, as well as their views of what 

constitutes a crisis, can vary greatly (Kim et al., 2008). 

Constructivist theory focuses on the subjectivity of social events, suggesting that 

institutions and events are defined by individuals’ personal perceptions (Burleson, 2007). 

As a consequence, there are a potentially infinite number of alternative interpretations of 

reality (Burr, 1998). Within the social constructivist framework, corporate discourse and 
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actions have a symbolic meaning that is individually and collectively constructed based 

on audiences’ cultural, racial, ethnic, and economic backgrounds (Burleson, 2007). 

During crises the main function of public relations practices is to maintain a 

relationship with multiple audiences, who hold diverse cultural expectations, and often 

count solely on media coverage of critical episodes to base their opinion upon (Banks, 

2000; Cho & Gower, 2006). As Fridkin, Kenney, Gershon, and Woodall (2008) showed 

through experiments, the news media’s interpretations of an event can be more relevant 

to audiences than the actual episode. Similarly, Kim, Carvalho, and Cooksey (2007) 

argued that negative media coverage will “lead to unfavorable public perceptions of an 

organization” regardless of the accuracy of the news articles (p. 234). On the other hand, 

Caldiero, Taylor, and Ungureanu (2009) showed that news releases about crises provide 

content for media coverage of these events, and therefore are an effective tool for 

organizations to frame their situation.  

News media images and frames select which meanings will be most salient in the 

description of a specific situation, generating “the culture of an issue,” as Mazzarella and 

Pecora (2007, p. 11) called it. Different frames can define events through different 

angles, guiding audiences to interpret crises differently (Tian & Stewart, 2005). Media 

framing draws on “the presence or absence of certain keywords, stock phrases, 

stereotyped images, sources of information, and sentences that provide thematically 

reinforcing clusters in terms of facts or judgments” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). News frames 

select and emphasize certain aspects of a perceived reality, making these constructs more 

salient (Entman, 1993; Gitlin, 1980). This chosen salience influences media and public 

agendas, shaping how society perceives an event (Fairhust & Sarr, 1996; Knight, 1999; 
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McCombs & Ghanem, 2001). The news frames adopted to describe a crisis therefore act 

as organizing principles that meaningfully structure the episode and the role of 

corporations involved (Martinez, 2007). 

News media offer a possibility to experience realities that otherwise one could not 

observe. Individuals worldwide can, at least virtually, come into contact with 

corporations’ products, services, mission, discourse, and behavior. These accounts, 

virtually created, become reality; images of nations as well as descriptions of crises and 

corporations all over the globe are created through news media (Kunczik, 1997). Since 

news frames describe corporate crises and organizational crisis strategies in ways that 

both influence and reflect the perceptions of a vast number of people, it was important 

that this research project analyze how representative U.S. media portray cultural aspects 

of crises—that is, customs, systems of meanings, habits, and expectations that can affect 

the way in which individuals will understand and respond to a crisis. Therefore, the 

following research question is posed: 

RQ4: What cultural elements, if any, are typically emphasized by U.S. media 

when covering corporate crises? 

Summary: Crises in a Networked Environment 

The vast majority of companies operate in a business environment composed of a 

web of individuals with diverse cultural backgrounds (Wakefield, 2001). Cultural 

diversity is not a new phenomenon; however, the level of interconnectedness of society 

is, and it has elevated cultural understanding to a key position in the development of 

effective communication strategies (Banks, 2000). As Castells (2000a) stated, 
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technologies do not shape society, but they do provide the means for new forms of social 

interaction to happen. 

The current state of society is characterized by high dependence on technologies, 

virtual forms of interaction, and vast possibilities for cultural exchange (Castells, 2000b). 

These characteristics of a globalized society have greatly affected the ways in which 

organizations behave and communicate. The amount of interactivity provided by 

emergent technologies characterizes an informational revolution (Van Dijk, 1999), where 

ultra-quick corporate responses are demanded by audiences as a matter of course (Bush, 

2009).  

In addition to increasing the speed of communication, technologies have 

increased the ability of the consumer to assume a role in crisis communication. In the age 

of “democratized information, there has been a fundamental shift in power” (p. 15) and 

consumers can broadcast their views—good and bad experiences with corporations’ 

products and services—to the entire world (Li, 2010). 

Social network websites, blogs and microblogging services, and photo sharing 

websites are examples of a “culture of sharing” (Li, 2010, p.6), where the line between 

private and public information is blurred (Huberman, Romero, & Hu, 2009). In this social 

media environment, organizations and audiences both have a voice in creating a 

corporate narrative (Seltzer & Mitrook, 2007; Park & Reber, 2008). More importantly, 

new technologies provide the right media for propagating information through people 

with similar interests, regardless of geographical, ethnic, or cultural boundaries (Korgan, 

Odell, & Schumacher, 2001). 
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Cultural diversity is the main feature of an interconnected society and market, and 

interaction does not equate with homogeneity (Curtin & Gaither, 2007; Van Dijk, 1999). 

New technologies promote intercultural interactions that may alter local perceptions, but 

this influence plays out differently in different places.  Companies are already aware that 

products should fit both global and local tastes, and corporate communicative practices 

can neglect neither language issues nor cultural values (Curtin & Gaither, 2007).  

Especially during crises, in a highly interconnected society multicultural elements 

should not be overlooked. As Botan (1992) and Wakefield (2001) argued, superficial 

adjustments to local realities will likely not work. An in-depth understanding of 

multicultural realities and expectations is a central feature of effective crisis 

communication strategies and the main goal of this research project. The chapter that 

follows describes in detail the methods to be used to identify and describe these 

multicultural expectations among crisis communication professionals. 
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CHAPTER 3  

METHODS 

To understand how cultural diversity influences organizations’ and 

communication practitioners’ own thinking about crises and corporate strategies, this 

project used a combination of three methods of data collection: interviews, a survey, and 

news media analysis. This chapter describes in detail each of these, and begins with the 

rationale for using them in combination. 

Study Design and Data Collection 

Combining methodological approaches provides a more complete picture of the 

topic investigated than using either qualitative or quantitative methods alone, as well as a 

richer analysis of data that is examined from different angles (Shaughnessy, 2008). In 

effect, qualitative and quantitative approaches are not opposite poles (Kus, 2003). 

Different methodologies can complement each other, yielding, in theory, more valid 

results (Jankowski & Wester, 2003; Taylor & Trujillo, 2001). 

Triangulation, or the use of multiple methodologies, is a valuable research 

strategy that should be applied as much as possible (Babbie, 2004). Any methodology has 

strengths and weaknesses, and the research findings may simply mirror the method of 

inquiry chosen. Applying diverse methodologies greatly reduces such risk (Carr, 1994).  

Quantitative techniques provide measurement precision and statistical power, whereas 

qualitative methods offer in-depth information about contexts, processes, and 

communication exchanges (Carter, 2000; Matveev, 2002; Porter, 2000; Shaughnessy, 

2008). The greatest benefit of mixed methods studies is that these projects can provide a 
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“thick description” (Geertz, 1973) of a phenomenon, encompassing different perspectives 

in their analyses (Jankowski & Wester, 2003). 

Based on this reasoning, this study combines interviews, a survey, and news 

media coverage of crises in order to achieve an in-depth understanding of cultural 

influences in crises. Interviews were used to identify whether communication 

professionals perceive diverse cultural backgrounds to be an important aspect of crises. 

Moreover, through interviews with public relations practitioners, this project identified 

which cultural elements are viewed as relevant during crises, and how often these 

professionals design crisis strategies that are culturally adapted. Second, a survey was 

conducted to assess to what extent the three specific elements of cultural competence—

attitudes and beliefs, knowledge, and skills—affect communication professionals’ ability 

to develop crisis strategies with cultural diversity in mind. Finally, semantic analysis of 

media coverage of recent crises was used to identify what cultural elements, if any, are 

typically emphasized by media.  

Each of the methods chosen is paired below with the specific research questions 

they address. In addition, methodological strengths and weakness are also discussed 

below. Finally, sampling and data gathering procedures are described.  

Interviews 

Interviews with communication and public relations professionals were carried 

out in order to identify whether practitioners perceive cultural elements as important 

during crises. Specifically, the interviews aimed to respond to RQ1, which examined how 

communication professionals themselves define multiculturalism and its role in crisis 

communication. 
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Interviews are a particularly appropriate method to investigate people’s 

perceptions, beliefs, and opinions on specific issues (Pontin, 2000). Through qualitative 

interviews, researchers are able to better understand how individuals experience facts and 

can reconstruct situations based on participants’ accounts of the event (Hung, 2004). In 

addition, through qualitative interviews, researchers have a chance to apprehend both 

latent and manifest content, thereby acquiring rich data and an in-depth understanding of 

people’s behavior and experiences (Pontin, 2000; Sommer & Sommer, 1991). 

Accordingly, in this study, qualitative interviews were planned with 25 

communication professionals to discover their understanding of, and opinions about, the 

role of cultural influences on crisis communication strategies. As Hung (2004) pointed 

out, for qualitative interviews, the size of sample is not as important as proper selection 

of participants. A purposive sample, where individuals identified by the researcher as 

well-versed in the topic examined, was recruited (Babbie, 2004; Singleton & Straits, 

2005). Using the strategy of snowball sampling, the researcher found additional 

participants through the suggestions of communication professionals being interviewed 

(Hung, 2004).  

Aiming to obtain in-depth information from the participants, this study relied on 

semi-structured interviews. This type of interview allows some degree of structure 

necessary to make possible a comparison between participants’ responses, but it also 

allows the researcher some freedom and flexibility to change the questions’ order and 

wording, and to explore complementary topics (Singleton & Straits, 2005; Sommer & 

Sommer, 1991).The semi-structured protocol helped the researcher to follow a general 

plan of themes and topics to be covered. Nevertheless, these topics were discussed at 
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length in accordance with interviewees’ interests. Appendix A contains the invitation to 

participate in the project, and Appendix B contains the interview protocol and the consent 

agreement that were read to participants.  

The main goal of the interviews was to comprehend in detail ways in which 

cultural influences are relevant to communication professionals when managing crises. 

To introduce the topic of the research and to gather information on interviewees’ 

previous experience as well as their views on crises in general, the following questions 

were asked: (a) How would you define a crisis event? (b) Have you managed any 

corporate crises, and if so, how many? and (c) What kinds of corporate crises have you 

handled during your career, in terms of triggering events, audiences, and so on? 

RQ1 sought to identify in broad terms how communication practitioners define 

multiculturalism and its role in corporate crises. This question was posed directly to the 

participants. RQ1a asked about the perceived relevance of cultural elements during crises 

by communication practitioners. To address this research question, the following 

questions were asked: (a) Do you think that individuals’ cultural backgrounds influence 

the ways in which they interpret corporate responses to crises? (b) Do you think that it is 

important to adjust crisis strategies in response to different cultures? RQ1b sought to 

identify the most relevant cultural elements to be addressed in planning crisis strategies 

when there are multicultural audiences involved. This question was posed directly to the 

participants. Finally, RQ1c asked how often corporations are able to adapt crisis 

communication strategies in response to different cultural values. This issue was 

addressed by asking the following question: In the last two years, have any of the 

communication campaigns in your company addressed multicultural elements? To 
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conclude the interview, demographics questions were asked about participants’ years of 

experience in the field, number of employees at the company, and any overseas 

operations. 

As an incentive, participants were told that the project results would be shared 

with them and their companies, and that 100 trees would be planted in recognition of all 

participants’ contributions to the project, via the Green Belt Movement 

(www.greenbeltmovement.org). Pilot interviews were conducted with 4 professionals in 

order to identify confusing or unnecessary questions. As a result, three questions were 

dropped and two were rephrased. 

Survey 

As Negrine and Newbold (1998) pointed out, a survey “standardizes and 

organizes the collection and processing of information” from a large population (p. 225). 

This method is useful mainly to gather original data and describe characteristics and 

opinions of members of a large group. To some extent, surveys are flexible, given that 

many questions regarding a topic can be asked to many people in a short time period 

(Babbie, 2004). Moreover, as Miller (2000) argued, when communication processes and 

participants’ perceptions of these interactions constitute the study object, self-reported 

questionnaires are a useful and proper method of data collection. For these reasons, a 

survey was conducted to complement this investigation of cultural influences on crisis 

communication strategies. The qualitative interviews provided a detailed account of 

participants’ opinions about the relevance of cultural influences on crises, whereas the 

survey offered a more precise measurement of communication professionals’ attitudes 

toward other cultures,  as well as their knowledge about, and skills to respond to, diverse 
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cultures. Moreover, the survey made possible comparisons among a large number of 

participants. 

Following the recommendations of Huang et al. (2005), this study focused on 

communication professionals’ opinions based on their actual experiences with corporate 

communication and crisis communication management. An online survey was developed 

and conducted to assess how personal characteristics may affect communication 

professionals’ ability to adapt crisis communication strategies in response to other 

cultures, as well as their ability to identify and avoid or minimize potential problems 

caused by conflicting cultural values. Exploring the three main components of cultural 

competence proposed by Sue (2001), the survey assessed whether practitioners’ ability to 

identify their own and others’ cultural biases, their openness to diverse knowledge, and 

their skills at adapting actions and messages to other cultures influence their design of 

crisis communication strategies and crisis prevention procedures. In addition, the survey 

measured the relevance ascribed by communication professionals to cultural influences 

when planning crisis communication strategies or scanning multicultural environments 

for potential sources of problems. 

Specifically, the survey addressed the following questions:   

RQ2: How do communication professionals assess their own abilities to 

understand and design effective crisis communication strategies for other cultures?  

RQ3: How much do communication professionals take diverse cultures into 

account when scanning environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs? 

Before writing the survey instrument, Sue’s (2001) table of 31 competencies was 

consulted.  Also consulted were the multicultural awareness-knowledge-skills survey, or 
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MAKSS (D’Andrea, Daniels & Heck, 1991); the cross-cultural counseling inventory 

revised, or CCCI-R (LaFromboise, Coleman, & Hernandez, 1991); the multicultural 

counseling knowledge and awareness scale, or MCKAS (Ponteratto, Gretchen, Utsey, 

Rieger, & Austin, 2002); and the multicultural counseling inventory, or MCI (Sodowsky, 

Taffe, Gutkin, & Wise, 1994).  All these instruments measure individuals’ levels of 

cultural competence, reflected by their cultural awareness, knowledge about other 

cultures, and skills to culturally adjust messages and actions. Since these instruments 

were written for the field of counseling psychology, questions and concepts were adapted 

to the field of communication in the project’s survey. Based on a pilot instrument sent to 

15 professionals, the wording and order of the questions composing the survey’s 

instrument were revised and 4 questions from the first draft of the survey instrument were 

dropped.  

The survey questionnaire had six sections (see Appendix C for the questionnaire 

as a whole). Its first section measured the relevance ascribed by practitioners to cultural 

influences in crisis communication strategies by assessing participants’ agreement with 

the following statements: 

• Audiences’ different cultural backgrounds should influence how 

corporations communicate with them. 

• Despite the costs, designing crisis communication strategies that reflect 

different cultures is a necessary investment.  

• The influence of culture on people’s lives is overestimated.  
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The second section of the survey addressed the relevance ascribed by 

communication practitioners to cultural influences when considering potential sources of 

crises, by measuring participants’ agreement with the following items: 

• Companies’ products and communication campaigns have intercultural 

implication even when organizations do not have a formal international presence (like a 

branch office overseas).  

• Cultural values influence different people’s opinions about what 

constitutes a crisis.  

• When looking for potential sources of problems, communication 

professionals should consider how people from different cultures perceive the issue at 

stake. 

• Cultural values affect people’s understanding of, and reactions to, facts. 

The third section of the survey instrument measured participants’ openness to 

diverse cultures and worldviews through their agreement with the following statements: 

• Different cultural backgrounds affect people’s communication styles. 

• Lack of knowledge about other cultural environments can prevent 

communication professionals from correctly assessing sources of problems for 

organizations. 

The fourth section of the survey instrument assessed whether participants have the 

experience and training to manage multicultural crises by asking participants the 

following questions: 

• How often in your career have you managed a crisis involving 

multicultural elements? 
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•  In general, how would you rate your ability to manage crises in 

multicultural environments (very good, good, average, limited, or very limited)? 

The fifth section of the survey estimated participants’ ability to identify their own 

and others’ cultural biases by measuring their agreement with the following statements: 

• All audiences perceive crises in the same ways, regardless of their cultural 

background.  

• Certain crisis communication strategies are always appropriate when 

responding to crises, regardless of the cultural background of the audiences involved. 

The sixth and last section of the survey focused on the demographics of the 

participants and their organizations through questions about their educational level, 

number of languages spoken besides their native one, number of years working as a 

communication practitioner, number of employees working overseas, and type of 

industry. 

News media coverage 

Media portrayals of pressing issues influence individuals’ opinions about these 

issues to various degrees (Fairhust & Sarr, 1996; Knight, 1999; McCombs & Ghanem, 

2001).  A systematic analysis of these descriptions can provide an idea of trends in 

society’s opinions and beliefs about specific topics (Hansen, 1998).The analysis of news 

articles’ themes and vocabulary choices can be used to map audiences’ cultural, social, 

and political perceptions of specific topics (Hansen, 1998; Jankowski & Wester, 2003).    

For these reasons, analysis of news media coverage of recent corporate crises was 

conducted to examine media portrayals of crises and identify their most culturally 
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relevant aspects. Specifically, the analysis of news articles addressed RQ4, which sought 

to identify what cultural elements, if any, are typically emphasized by the media.  

Based on high levels of readership and influence, three U.S. newspapers were 

chosen to address this research question: the New York Times, USA Today, and the Wall 

Street Journal. According to the Project for Excellence in Journalism from the Pew 

Research Center, the New York Times is the most influential newspaper in the country 

and the only one that Pew codes every day for its research projects. USA Today and the 

Wall Street Journal are also considered highly influential publications by the Pew 

Research Center (Project for Excellence in Journalism, n.d.). In addition, these 

publications were chosen because all three newspapers were available from either 

LexisNexis (the New York Times and USA Today) or Factiva (the Wall Street Journal) 

databases and therefore could be examined using the same time frame, key words, and 

selection procedures. 

News articles were downloaded from LexisNexis and Factiva. Diverse keyword 

combinations and selection procedures were tried out. The following combination yielded 

the most comprehensive dataset: crisis (anywhere in the document and within the same 

paragraph of) and company (anywhere) and international (anywhere). Crises in all types 

of industries and countries were selected. To avoid articles tangential to the research 

focus of this study—corporate crisis communication—the following terms were 

excluded: crime and law enforcement, deaths and obituaries, terrorism, and war and 

conflict. The following categories were also excluded from Factiva searches for the Wall 

Street Journal stories: editor’s letter, republished news, calendar, sports and recreation, 

obituaries, crime and national security, headline listing, letters from readers, TV and 
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radio listings, headline listings, weather, fire and rescue services, and traffic reports. The 

timeframe chosen was January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2008.  Given that this study does 

not focus on any specific industry, company, or crisis episode, the timeframe chosen 

solely represents one possible example of recent media coverage on international 

corporate crises. Other timeframes could have been chosen. 

Data Analysis 

Transcripts of the interviews with practitioners, the survey results, and the 

analysis of news coverage of corporate crises in the past two years were examined 

through three different data analysis techniques: textual analysis, semantic network 

analysis, and regression analysis.  

Interview Transcripts 

Textual analysis recognizes the importance of latent meaning in texts, 

understanding that meanings are social constructs generated through word choices, 

positioning, and relationships (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002). The context in which 

words are written, the string of words that are being connected,  and their role in 

promoting a coherent and cohesive flow of meaning in texts are more decisive factors for 

an in-depth understanding of texts than simply counting the frequency of the words 

(Hansen, 1998; Miller, 2000).  

This project used qualitative textual analysis to examine the interview transcripts. 

Qualitative interviews generate large amounts of rich data. To better understand the 

information provided by interviewees, researchers look for major themes and concepts 

that can be the object of future cross-case comparisons (Byrne, 2001).  
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In order to identify these themes, this project adopted Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) 

principles of grounded theory. This approach was chosen for its openness and flexibility, 

important features for the type of exploratory analysis undertaken here, whereby data is 

not seen as monolithic, as “a window on reality” (Charmaz, 2000, p. 524), but rather as 

opening the possibility to understand reality through multiple meanings. Therefore, the 

interview transcripts were open coded. At this initial stage, the researcher looked for 

patterns in the data, identifying similarities in the data. From this process core categories 

emerged, representing concepts and its properties and dimensions (Strauss & Corbin, 

1990). In the second stage of coding—the axial coding phase, according to ground theory 

principles—links between categories were identified (McCann & Clark, 2003). The last 

step sought to understand the conditions, properties and dimensions, and consequences of 

each core category, identifying subcategories. These subcategories represent the 

conditions that give rise to each core category, the context in which it is embedded, and 

the consequences of the specific opinions (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

Survey Analysis 

The first five sections of the survey instrument were designed to assess five 

different variables. They were: (a) the relevance ascribed by communication practitioners 

to cultural influences in crisis strategies, (b) the relevance ascribed by communication 

practitioners to cultural influences when scanning environments for risk factors, (c) 

communication professionals’ openness to diverse knowledge, (d) communication 

professionals’ skills to manage multicultural crisis, and (e) communication professionals’ 

ability to identify cultural biases. The last three variables represent the three components 

of cultural competence.  
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The first section of the survey instrument, as previously described, measured the 

relevance ascribed by practitioners to cultural influences in crisis communication 

strategies. The responses to survey questions 2, 3, and 15 were aggregated in order to 

represent participants’ unique score for variable 1—the relevance ascribed to cultural 

influences in crisis strategies. The responses to questions 2 and 3 were reverse-

coded.RQ2 aimed to identify communication professionals’ assessments of their own 

abilities to understand and design effective communication strategies for other cultures. 

This variable was used to partially respond to this research question. 

The second section of the survey assessed the relevance ascribed by 

communication practitioners to cultural influences when looking for sources of crises. 

The responses to survey questions 1, 5, 6, and 14 were aggregated in order to represent 

participants’ unique score for variable 2—the relevance ascribed to cultural influences 

when scanning the environment for risk factors. The responses to all questions 

composing this section—questions 1, 5, 6, and 14—were reverse-coded. This variable 

was used to address RQ3 that sought to identify whether communication professionals 

take diverse cultures into account when scanning environments for risk factors before a 

crisis occurs. 

The third section of the instrument aimed to measure participants’ openness to 

learn about diverse cultures and worldviews. The responses to survey questions 7 and 8 

were aggregated, representing participants’ unique score for variable 3—openness to 

diverse knowledge. Both questions were reverse-coded. RQ2b sought to identify the 

relevance of communication professionals’ openness to diverse knowledge when 

planning crisis communication strategies to multicultural audiences. RQ3b aimed to 
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identify the relevance of communication professionals’ openness to diverse knowledge 

when scanning environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs. Both questions were 

partially addressed through the measurement of variable 3—openness to diverse 

knowledge. 

The fourth section of the survey assessed whether participants have the 

experience and training to manage multicultural crises. The responses to survey questions 

11 and 13 were aggregated, representing participants’ unique score for variable 4—skills 

at adapting actions and messages to other cultures. Question 13 was reverse-coded. RQ2c 

asked about the relevance of communication professionals’ skills at adapting actions and 

messages to other cultures when planning crisis communication strategies to multicultural 

audiences. RQ3c asked about the relevance of communication professionals’ skills at 

adapting actions and messages to other cultures when scanning environments for risk 

factors before a crisis occurs. Both research questions were partially addressed through 

the measurement of variable 4—skills at adapting actions and messages.  

Finally, the fifth section of the survey was used to partially respond to RQ2a and 

RQ3a. RQ2a asked about the relevance of communication professionals’ own ability to 

identify their own and others’ cultural biases when planning crisis communication 

strategies to multicultural audiences. RQ3a asked about the relevance of communication 

professionals’ own ability to identify their own and others’ cultural biases when scanning 

environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs. The answers to survey questions 4, 9, 

17, and 20 were aggregated, representing participants’ unique score for variable 5. This 

variable was designed to measure participants’ ability to identify their own and others’ 

cultural biases in order to respond RQ2a and RQ3a. 
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A regression analysis and significance tests (ANOVA) using SPSS were 

conducted to measure the effect of each element of cultural competence, namely, a) the 

ability to identify cultural biases, b) the openness to diverse knowledge, and c) the skills 

to culturally adapted messages on the design of crisis communication strategies, to 

respond to RQ2a, b, and c. As detailed described in previous sections of this project, RQ2 

and its sub-questions sought to identify communication professionals’ assessments of 

their own abilities to understand and design effective communication strategies for other 

cultures. 

Similarly, a second regression analysis and significance tests (ANOVA) using 

SPSS were conducting to measure the effect of each element of cultural competence, 

namely, a) the ability to identify cultural biases, b) the openness to diverse knowledge, 

and c) the skills to culturally adapted messages on the effectiveness of scanning the 

environment for risk factors to respond RQ3a, b, and c. RQ3 and its sub-questions sought 

to identify communication professionals’ own abilities to take diverse cultures into 

account when scanning environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs. 

Both statistical models assessed the proportion of change in crisis communication 

strategies and crisis prevention procedures that is explained by each element of cultural 

competence. The regression results measured by how much each of the 3 elements of 

competence affects communication professionals’ self-reported decisions when designing 

communication strategies to culturally diverse audiences. By the same token, the second 

regression analysis’ results measured the influence of each element of cultural 

competence—attitudes toward cultural biases, knowledge about, and skills to adapt to 
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other cultures—on  practitioners’ ability to take cultural diversity in consideration when 

looking for potential crisis sources.  

Finally, t-tests and ANOVAS were conducted to assess whether certain 

characteristics—namely educational level, tenure as a communication professional, type 

of industry affiliated to, and location of workforce—affected professionals’ responses 

regarding the self-reported relevance attributed to crises. 

News Article Analysis 

As Dooley and Corman (2004) and Larsen (2003) asserted, media texts express 

general trends and dynamics of social phenomena, offering a rich source for 

investigation. Examining media coverage of recent corporate crises, this project aimed to 

assess in which ways, if any, three representative U.S. media venues portrayed cultural 

elements of crises. 

To analyze news articles covering recent corporate crises, a form of computer-

assisted textual analysis, centering resonance analysis, was used. As Tian and Stewart 

(2005) argued, computer-assisted text analysis allows the investigation of larger amounts 

of text and yields more objective results than traditional textual analysis. This type of 

analysis also helps to avoid the potential problem of coders imposing their own 

presuppositions about a topic. Centering resonance analysis (CRA) is a proper and useful 

method to examine media texts, conversations, and interview transcripts (Corman, Kuhn, 

McPhee, and Dooley, 2002). It takes an inductive approach, backing out patterns from 

the data independent of previous expectations of researchers who may impose their 

presuppositions through coding categories (Murphy & Oliveira, 2009). 
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CRA is based on centering theory, which assumes that texts achieve coherence 

through conversation “centers” consisting of nouns or noun phrases (these include, for 

example, adjectives and adverbs) (Murphy & Oliveira, 2009). This approach utilizes a 

representational mode of semantic network analysis, where the conversation “centers”—

or most influential words in a text—are measured by their score for centrality (Corman et 

al., 2002; Dooley & Corman, 2002; Dooley & Corman, 2004). The influence of words is 

not gauged by frequency. In CRA words’ influence scores represent the extent to which a 

“centering word mediates chains of association” with other words (Corman et al, 2002, p. 

177). As Murphy and Oliveira (2009) stated, “if an influential word were to disappear, 

the meaning of a sentence would disintegrate because its other elements would no longer 

be associated” (p. 11). The influence score of the words—or betweenness centrality 

score—expresses the ratio between the  number of actual links each word has and the 

number of potential links a word would have if connected to every other word in the 

document (Corman et al., 2002; Murphy & Oliveira, 2009). 

One of the main advantages of CRA is that it analyzes key words based on the 

text context. As McPhee, Corman, and Dooley (2002) pointed out, words are not 

interpreted discretely from the context, but rather “relative to their place in the overall 

network of relations among the most influential terms” (p. 278). These authors reported 

several studies demonstrating CRA’s face and representational validity, emphasizing that 

the networks of concepts generated is similar to the associations made by humans when 

reading texts. Moreover, Murphy and Oliveira (2009) called attention to the fact that 

CRA analyses “always produce an identical output when the same documents are 
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entered” (p. 13), which makes semantic network analysis as reliable as other quantitative 

methodologies. 

CRA analysis yields a graphic network depiction of the associations between the 

most influential words in a text, denoting authors’ intentions regarding language and 

message meaning (Dooley & Corman, 2002).  This graphic depiction is based in a 

distance matrix, where linked words are displayed in the columns and their influence 

scores in the rows (Corman et al., 2002). The network diagrams represent broad choices 

in terms of word choices that frame a topic. However, to better understand these results, 

researchers need to look back into the original documents to explain word groups and to 

identify major themes (Murphy & Oliveira, 2009). Thus, the analysis of the network 

diagrams makes it possible to identify the most influential words in a text, and also to 

recognize their articulation as major frames. These diagrams were employed to respond 

RQ4, which sought to identify what cultural elements, if any, are emphasized by U.S. 

media portrayals of corporate crises. 
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CHAPTER 4  

FINDINGS 

“The human brain is like a parachute; it works better when is open.” 

Internal communications manager of a major manufacturer of electronic 

equipment, 12/11/2008. 

 
A global market composed of a multicultural audience is a reality to an increasing 

number of companies. Indeed, an organization does not have to operate overseas to face 

challenges brought by managing multicultural expectations from employees, suppliers, 

and consumers (Wakefield, 2001). With the widespread use of the Internet, local 

problems have the potential to become international crises in a very short time (Benkler, 

2006; Taylor, 2000). Therefore, understanding the ways in which communication 

practitioners factor cultural expectations into the processes of preventing and managing a 

crisis is an important task for communication scholars and professionals. 

Two theoretical frameworks guided this analysis of culture and crisis. The first 

was the rhetorical approach to crisis communication, which posits that crises are created, 

described, and resolved through communication (Hearit & Courtright, 2004). Crisis 

events represent a break point in a company’s narrative showing its struggles to regain 

control of the situation through actions and discourse (Heath & Millar, 2004). 

Multicultural elements permeate each aspect of a crisis (Eisenberg & Riley, 2000), and 

therefore, the second theoretical framework used in this study focuses on individuals’ 

ability to manage multicultural situations. Cultural competence demands certain attitudes 

and skills needed to negotiate cultural meanings, understand differences, and alter 

behaviors (Sue, 2001).  
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To achieve an in-depth understanding of the influence of cultural diversity on 

organizations, and communication practitioners’ own thinking about crises and corporate 

strategies, this project used three different methods of data collection. This chapter 

describes and analyzes the findings of all three methods: 25 semi-structured qualitative 

interviews with communication professionals, a national online survey distributed 

through 29 Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) chapters, and analysis of news 

media coverage of recent corporate crises.  

Interviews: Findings and Analysis 

Semi-structured qualitative interviews with 25 communication and public 

relations professionals were carried out to discover their understanding of, and opinions 

about, the role of cultural influences on crisis communication strategies.  The sample was 

drawn from communication professionals currently employed in a wide array of 

industries in the Charlotte, NC area. Charlotte is the biggest city in North Carolina, with a 

population of approximately 700,000 in 2008 (Charlotte Chamber of Commerce, n.d.). 

The area houses the headquarters and branches of a wide array of national and 

multinational companies and industries, in which professionals from all over the U.S. and 

the globe work.  

Using the strategy of snowball sampling, additional participants were found 

through the interviewees’ suggestions. Interviewees agreed to participate anonymously; 

hence they are identified in this report by position title and type of industry. Nineteen 

interviews were conducted face-to-face at participants’ offices, 5 were conducted over the 

telephone, and 1 interview was conducted via e-mail, each lasting about 30 minutes. 
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Most of the participants were female (64%); most have been working in the 

communication field for 15 or more years (76%). The types of industry and size of 

companies represented by these professionals varied considerably. Table 1 describes 

demographic characteristics in detail. 

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of Interviewees 
 

Number of interviews conducted 25 
 
Gender 
Female 16 Male 9  
 

Types of companies 
For-profit Non-profit Governmental  

Agencies 
PR Agencies and 
Consulting 

14 1 4 6 
 

Size of workforce 
0 to 100 
employees 

101 to 500 501 to 1,000 1,001 to  
10, 000 

20, 000 to  
50, 000 

More than 200, 000 

6 2 3 3 8 3 
 

Tenure as communication professionals 
Less than 10 
years 

10 to 14 years 15 to 19 years 20 to 24 years 25 or more 
years 

1 5 6 7 6 
 

As described in Chapter 3, the interview transcripts were examined through 

qualitative textual analysis. Following Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) principles of grounded 

theory, the transcripts were open coded with the aim of identifying patterns in the data 

suitable for object of future cross-case comparisons. As a result of this process, four core 

categories were identified, and then potential links between categories were sought 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  
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As emphasized at the beginning of this chapter, this study is founded on a view of 

crises as communicative actions, influenced by cultural perceptions. These frameworks 

helped to interpret and contextualize the core categories that emerged from the interview 

analysis. Grounded on these theoretical frameworks, four core categories emerged from 

the transcripts. The first one represented participants’ understanding (or lack thereof) of 

multiculturalism and diversity. It was named accordingly: diversity and its various 

elements, The second core category represented the importance ascribed by practitioners 

to culture during crisis and was accordingly named cultural diversity and crisis strategies 

– corporate asset or overemphasized concept? The third core category was named proper 

planning, channels, and tactics and identified the key elements taken into account when 

professionals design communication strategies to multicultural audiences. Finally, the 

fourth category identified how often practitioners culturally adjust corporate 

communication strategies and was named: addressing diversity. 

Diversity and its various elements 

The first core category that emerged from the transcripts characterized 

communication professionals’ understanding of multiculturalism, the ways in which 

interviewees equated cultural diversity with diversity in general terms, and the role of 

culture during crises, as perceived by practitioners. This category addressed RQ1: How 

do communication professionals themselves define multiculturalism and its role in crisis?  

Participants had difficulties in defining multiculturalism. Their responses in 

general reflected their concerns when communicating to one specific group, such as 

designing communication messages to Latino populations. Participants agreed that 

cultural expectations have a role in shaping internal and external audiences’ attitudes 
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toward organizations and crises. Yet 12 out of the 25 professionals interviewed equate 

cultural diversity with communicating with Hispanics. For example, the senior vice 

president of corporate communication for a financial institution mentioned that their 

“marketing and public relations departments have a team focusing on culturally diverse 

segments. This team works exclusively with Hispanics” (02/26/09). 

In addition, participants acknowledged that multiculturalism is part of a more 

complex phenomenon, which is diversity in general. On the one hand, as Seeger et al. 

(2003) pointed out, participants understood that differences in language, cognitive 

systems and normative beliefs have an effect on the ways in which audiences understand 

and interact with organizations. As the director of public relations and corporate 

communications for a governmental agency stated, “[citizens’] cultural upbringing 

determines to a great degree what they demand from the government” (02/20/2009). On 

the other hand, the interviewees emphasized that cultural elements are just one piece of 

the diversity puzzle. Generation gaps, educational gaps, differences in lifestyle, and 

disability issues are some other factors they reported as having an influence on corporate 

discourse. 

For example, the assistant director of public relations of a governmental agency 

recalled a situation that arose during a natural disaster when the region hosted several 

hundred refugees. A community organization representing citizens with hearing 

difficulties formally complained that during numerous press conferences held by the 

agency there was nobody translating the speeches into sign language. The participant 

said: “I have to admit that this complaint got me completely off guard. In the heat of the 

crisis, we thought about translations, about respecting gender and religious differences. 
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But we didn’t think about hearing impaired citizens” (02/27/2009). This example showed 

the way in which cultural diversity and the necessity of translations was combined with 

the need to address other elements of diversity, such gender, religion, and disability 

issues. Among the total group of 25, five participants indicated that cultural influences 

are just one of the factors that practitioners might consider when analyzing diversity 

issues in general. 

Moreover, practitioners pointed out that differences in educational level have an 

effect on how communication strategies are perceived and the ways in which these 

strategies should be designed. The vice president for marketing and community relations 

for a higher education institution described this effect. She said: 

I managed three different organizations in one. First, our office 
communicates often with faculty, an audience highly educated and well-
versed in most types of technologies. Second, we have an administrative 
staff composed of approximately 200 employees. This group is also well-
educated and versed in technologies, however messages to this group can 
be more succinct. Faculty, on the other hand, demand detailed 
explanations of everything. Finally, we have our maintenance staff. This 
audience doesn’t feel very comfortable with e-mail messages and the most 
efficient way to reach them is through their immediate bosses. This group 
has a great respect for hierarchy. (02/16/2009) 

 
The interviewee emphasized that different educational levels create specific in-group 

subcultures that are more relevant than employees’ cultural background. According to the 

participant, the subculture of each group dictates to a greater degree the type of 

communication strategies and messages that are effective.  

The same argument holds for audiences with significant generational gaps. Three 

participants called attention to the fact that baby boomers and members of Generation X 

communicate using different channels. As the outreach coordinator of a governmental 

agency mentioned, “no matter how much effort we put on our website to make it 
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resourceful, some elderly customers will not look for information online. We still need to 

send letters communicating changes in our services” (01/23/2009). 

In summary, this first core category from the interview transcripts represents the 

numerous factors pointed out by participants as having an influence on organizational 

discourse and crisis strategies. They had difficulties in defining multiculturalism, yet 

acknowledged that cultural upbringing affects the ways in which audiences perceive 

corporations and crisis strategies. Multiculturalism or cultural differences was seen as one 

piece of the puzzle composing diversity. Responding to RQ1, which asked how 

communication professionals themselves define multiculturalism and its role in crisis, it 

is important to highlight that many interviewees equated multiculturalism with 

communicating with Latinos. Whereas they recognized a role for cultural influences in 

crisis events and strategies, many professional also pointed out that other elements affect 

corporate discourse, such as gender, religious, and disability issues, as well as 

generational and educational gaps. 

Cultural diversity and crisis strategies – corporate asset or overemphasized concept? 

The second core category identified in the transcripts represented the importance 

ascribed by communication practitioners to cultural diversity during crises. This category 

addressed RQ1a: To what extent do communication professionals perceive cultural 

elements as important aspects of crisis episodes?  

A large group of interviewees—17 of the total 25—not only affirmed that cultural 

diversity is an important element of crises, but they also saw cultural diversity as an 

important asset of their corporations. The internal communications manager for a major 

manufacturer of electronic equipment stated:  
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The human brain is like a parachute; it works better when is open. In our 
company, we strive to address diversity in our daily routines. For example, 
all managers have to go through a diversity training program. Our level of 
diversity awareness and our capacity to promote diversity initiatives are 
aspects evaluated annually in our company.  We have a diversity calendar, 
where each month portrays curiosities about a country in which we have 
operations. Diversity is and has been an asset in our company for a long 
time. (12/11/2008) 

 
For this participant and many others, diversity was discussed mainly as cultural 

differences. These interviewees emphasized the role played by the audiences’ cultural 

upbringing during crises, pointing out that respecting cultural diversity in our global 

society is a valuable corporate asset. 

For these professionals, having a diverse communication team was considered a 

corporate requirement to thrive in a global market. Many interviewees highlighted that 

decision-makers have to become more diverse in order to better understand the necessity 

and importance of respecting different cultural expectations. As the assistant director of 

public relations of a governmental agency stated:  

One of the best ways to address diversity is to bring diversity to the 
decision-making table. Having a culturally diverse communication team is 
certainly an asset that increases your company’s chances to see the world 
through multiple lenses and to better understand how different audiences 
will interpret your messages. (02/27/2009) 

 
As this example showed, a substantial number of participants (17) regarded culture as an 

important element affecting crisis events and strategies, as well as corporate discourse as 

whole. 

Conversely, some interviewees questioned the need for addressing cultural 

diversity at all. Five out of the 25 participants affirmed that new technologies affect 

communication practices to a greater degree than multiculturalism. The CEO of a non-

profit organization strongly advocated that the changes brought by new technologies 
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“have had a much more dramatic impact in communication practices than issues of 

diversity” (02/18/2009). Similarly, the president’s assistant for community relations and 

marketing services at a higher education institution stated that “generational differences 

in our audience greatly influence your communication tactics and which media should be 

used. New channels such Twitter and YouTube are changing the PR landscape forever” 

(02/10/2009).  

Three PR consultants working for small and mid-size businesses mentioned that 

often organizations merely pay lip service to diversity. The costs involved in producing 

different messages and using different communication channels were cited as one of the 

biggest barriers to small companies’ initiatives to address cultural differences. These 

participants also mentioned that very tight deadlines and small communication teams are 

other reasons why small businesses in general do not address cultural diversity in their 

communication strategies. 

In sum, a substantial number of participants—17 of them—considered cultural 

elements an important aspect of crises, regarding their ability to address cultural diversity 

as a key corporate asset; considerably fewer (8) described culture influences on crises as 

an overemphasized concept, pointing out that new technologies exert a greater influence 

in communication strategies, as well as that many corporations simply pay lip service to 

this concept. 

A relevant intervening factor shaped participants’ opinions on the relevance of 

culture during crises. The importance given to cultural elements during crises was 

directly related to professionals’ definition of crisis. For participants who focused mainly 

on financial losses, cultural expectations had a merely tangential role during crises. In 
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contrast, practitioners who emphasized the relevance of reputational damage and its long-

term consequences were considerably more worried about addressing cultural 

expectations in their responses to troubling events. For example, a diversity specialist and 

PR consultant stated: “A crisis can be any threat that harms an organization and its 

relationship with its publics. It doesn’t have to be catastrophic. It has to be only 

significant enough to disturb constituencies’ perceptions of your company” (12/10/2008). 

Along the same lines, another practitioner noted that: 

The most important attribute of a crisis is the exogenous factors impacting 
the event. You can control your costs, inventory, and quality of products. 
But you cannot control individuals’ perceptions of events. Reporting not 
impressive profits can be interpreted as a sign of honesty by consumers 
and shareholders. On the other hand, a small incident in a plant can taint 
your reputation globally. (12/11/2008) 

 
As these examples show, a majority of participants (17 out of 25) regarded reputational 

losses and controlling audiences’ perceptions of corporations during crises as the most 

challenging elements of these events. In fact, seven participants reported that reputational 

losses are by far the most important consequences of a crisis event. According to these 

practitioners, if corporate reputation is not damaged, the chances of a full and quick 

recovery are greater. On the other hand, if one company’s reputation is severely 

tarnished, lack of confidence can threaten the company’s survival.  

A case reported by the marketing communications manager of a utilities company 

exemplifies the effect of reputational damage. Many years ago, the company cut the 

power of an elderly citizen. Although this is a standard procedure and many notices were 

sent to this customer before any action was taken, the consequences of such action were 

serious and unforeseen. It was winter; the elderly citizen suffered from dementia and due 

to lack of power this person died from hypothermia. As soon as the company learned 
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about the incident the procedures to cut power were stopped and revised. The company 

also provided aid to the family of the deceased customer. But none of these actions could 

reverse the major reputational damage. The incident got national media attention; 

stockholders sold the company’s stocks; the company’s customer service was inundated 

by thousands of complaints, calling its staff “killers”; and employees’ morale sank. As 

the interviewee said: “We used to follow the procedures adopted by most utilities 

companies in the country. It was a very unfortunate incident. The reputational damage to 

our company surpassed by far any financial losses” (01/ 22/2009). 

As five interviewees pointed out, on some occasions organizations create their 

own crises, putting audiences’ confidence and companies’ reputation in jeopardy. The 

public relations general manager of a security technology company noted that 

“miscommunication can be the greatest and worse source of problems. A crisis of 

confidence can destroy a product, a brand, and an entire organization” (12/02/2008). 

Another practitioner who works in the healthcare industry corroborated that point of 

view:  

Taking actions to correct the misdeed is only as important as 
reconstructing perceptions. You have to tell the truth to your audiences, so 
they will trust you in the future. You have to understand their 
expectations. Individuals forgive mistakes, but they don’t forgive lies. 
(12/11/2008) 

 
In contrast with this emphasis on reputation, eight interviewees emphasized that 

crises mainly jeopardize companies’ profits. Disruption in operations, cost of recalls, and 

liability are all very concrete and common consequences of a crisis (Sellnow & Ulmer, 

2004). As many practitioners affirmed, “Crises have financial consequences that are 

overwhelming, and this is the first aspect to be dealt with during these situations” (vice 
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president of corporate communication for a major manufacturer of electronic equipment, 

01/21/2009). For eight participants, regardless of the type of event, one of the main 

effects of a crisis is its financial consequences. The opinion of a communication manager 

in the financial industry epitomizes this position. She said: 

Crises are unexpected events that need immediate response to mitigate 
their negative consequences. While it can be a natural disaster, a 
disgruntled customer or employee, or something related to our buildings, 
crises bring significant financial losses. And because of this, such events 
have to be handled immediately. It is paramount to stop further financial 
losses. (02/06/2009) 

 
In sum, the second core category represents interviewees’ ascribed importance to 

culture during crises. It addresses RQ1a—the extent to which communication 

professionals perceive culture as an important element of crisis communication. 

Practitioners’ responses gave mixed messages. For most interviewees—17 out of 25—

cultural diversity is a key corporate asset and a relevant aspect of crises. For a few others 

(5), new technologies exert a greater influence on corporate discourse as a whole, 

including during crises. A small minority of interviewees (3) pointed out that many 

organizations simply pay lip service to cultural diversity. Professionals’ own definitions 

of crises appeared to shape the relevance accorded to cultural influences. Practitioners 

who concentrated on the financial losses brought by a crisis played down audiences’ 

perceptions of the events and the role of cultural influences. Interviewees who were 

concerned about reputational damage brought by crises argued that audiences’ 

perceptions are an important component of a quick corporate recovery. For these 

participants, cultural differences were considered an important aspect of crisis events.  

Proper planning, channels, and tactics 

The third core category that emerged from the transcripts identified the main 
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elements pinpointed by communication professionals when designing communication 

strategies to multicultural audiences. Proper planning, use of alternative channels and 

tactics, and the importance of hidden meanings in translations were some of the key 

elements. This category addressed RQ1b: According to communication professionals, 

what are the most relevant cultural elements to be addressed when designing crisis 

communication strategies?  

Participants’ responses once more indicated practitioners’ mixed feelings toward 

cultural diversity. Whereas the interviewees were able to single out specific elements that 

must be addressed when communicating with culturally diverse audiences, they described 

these elements as challenges only when multicultural audiences are involved in crises. 

Such evidence suggests, not a profound appreciation of cultural diversity as a corporate 

asset, but only an understanding that multicultural audiences are part of the current global 

environment and thus need to be taken into account. As a PR consultant stated: 

Crises affecting diverse communities bring many challenges and many 
lessons. First, be aware of language barriers. Second, think outside the 
box. Alternative channels may need to be used. Never forget that cultural 
experiences vary immensely within one specific community. And finally, 
take a proactive educational approach. For example, specific groups of 
individuals might have never experienced an ice or snow storm. Be 
proactive and teach them how to protect themselves from winter extreme 
conditions. (01/26/2008) 
 
As this quotation suggests, when discussing the challenges or key elements 

specific to multicultural crises, 22 out of 25 professionals interviewed highlighted the 

crucial role of proper planning. The senior vice president of corporate communication for 

a financial institution affirmed that as part of a crisis analysis, practitioners have to ask 

themselves if the event has a high impact on a diverse community: “If yes, you will have 

to address diversity. And, to have better chances to succeed, you do have to learn about 
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the intricacies of the community before the crisis hits” (02/26/09). Along the same lines, 

a public relations specialist at a crisis management consulting firm pointed out that: 

“Nowadays, strategic planning is key in our profession. Even audiences within the U.S. 

have a different cultural heritage and, therefore, different cultural expectations. You need 

to learn about these differences before a crisis hits you” (02/25/2009).  

As a key element within proper planning, participants mentioned translation and 

its potential problems. The majority of the participants (18) mentioned some situation 

where corporate messages were lost in translation. The interviews also showed that 

global communication involves issues more complicated than simply translation. For 

example, the marketing communications manager of a utilities company reported many 

problems with Spanish-speaking customers who could not understand why they should 

call a service named “Power On” in English and translated to meaning “power on” in 

Spanish to report power outages. As the practitioner mentioned, “the message was 

completely lost in translation” (01/22/2009). While the translation was accurate, the 

service’s catchy name in English was simply awkward in Spanish.  

Expanding their views on challenges created by translation, participants also 

pointed out that spokespersons play a key role during crises, and differences in language 

and communication style can hinder their function in these situations. As a diversity 

specialist and PR consultant emphasized, during crises a spokesperson who is able to 

relate to the specific community affected is central to effective crisis management. He 

said: “People with different cultural backgrounds may have different communication 

styles and this has to be respected. An effective spokesperson is the one capable of 

wearing the same cultural eyeglasses that the community affected by a crisis event 
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wears” (12/10/2009). As five professionals indicated, sometimes a company’s CEO 

might not be trained or able to address cultural nuances. In connection with this point, a 

senior partner at a public relations agency mentioned a case that his company was hired 

to manage: A disgruntled employee shot and killed several coworkers. The person was 

arrested immediately, but families of the victims decided to sue the company, which 

commonly happens in cases of workplace violence. The manager of the plant where this 

tragedy occurred was from Eastern Europe. The interviewee stated:  

More than language barriers, the mainly communication problem that we 
had to manage was differences in communication styles. The manager was 
able to speak English and was genuinely feeling the pain of the families’ 
victims. But this person was not able to show any emotions, which was 
misinterpreted by the families. This difference in communication styles 
caused further problems to the company. Many hours of training were 
necessary to prepare this successful and efficient yet extremely rational 
executive for the role of spokesperson. (12/08/2008) 

 
In addition to culturally attuned spokespersons, another key element identified by 

a majority of interviewees (15) was the use of alternative communication channels and 

strategies that respond to particular cultures. For example, a PR consultant stated: “More 

than translating information, it is necessary to understand how particular groups prefer to 

receive information” (02/11/2009). In this connection, another participant emphasized the 

importance of reaching community leaders when communicating with minorities. 

Specifically, the vice president of corporate communication for a utilities company 

described the example of an ice storm that left the region without power for a couple of 

days. After the first night without power, several members of Latino communities 

experienced carbon monoxide poisoning from improvised indoor heating devices. The 

professional commented: 
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We realized that these members of our community had no experience with 
extreme weather. PSAs [public service announcements] about this issue 
were on TV channels that they most likely didn’t watch. We had to 
approach community leaders to swiftly communicate to Latinos the 
hazardous effects of bringing gas or charcoal grills inside. (12/09/2008) 

 
Openness to using alternative channels seemed as important to the interviewees as 

openness to adopting different message tactics. For example, the president’s assistant for 

community relations and marketing services for a higher education institution 

emphasized “the necessity to adapt communication tactics in response to audiences’ 

preferences. In some cases, being part of a town meeting or giving a lecture at a 

neighborhood association will be much more efficient than going on the evening news” 

(02/10/2008).  

Another interviewee highlighted the importance of respecting cultural habits not 

only when choosing proper communication tactics, but also when implementing them. As 

the participant stated: 

In some Latino communities dinner time is almost a sacred time that it is 
meant to be spent with family. If you set a neighbors’ meeting around this 
time with the help of a community leader, most likely the attendance will 
be minimal. You got the tactics right, but the implementation was faulty. 
(Director of public relations and corporate communications of a 
governmental agency, 02/20/2009) 

 
In summary, this core category of the practitioner interviews identified the most 

relevant cultural elements to be addressed during crises. Twenty-two practitioners 

mentioned that proper planning is essential to allow corporations and communication 

teams to learn about different cultural expectations before a crisis hits. They also 

emphasized the potential for trouble inherent to translation, indicating the necessity to 

take into account underlying meanings and communication styles. Moreover, participants 

indicated that alternative communication channels and tactics adequate to cultural 
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expectations and habits are necessary and important. Responding to RQ1b, which asked 

what are the most relevant cultural elements to be addressed when designing crisis 

communication strategies, participants identified three key elements: proper planning, 

language and translation, and alternative channels and tactics. Nonetheless, most of the 

interviewees (19) described these elements as additional challenges brought by 

multicultural crises, showing participants’ understanding of a diverse operating 

environment, but not necessarily a full appreciation of the complexity or value of 

multiculturalism. 

Addressing diversity  

The fourth core category that emerged from the transcripts showed that 

corporations seldom culturally adjust their crisis communication strategies. This category 

addressed RQ1c: How often, according to communication professionals, do corporations 

culturally adjust crisis communication strategies?  

As with the two prior core categories, participants’ responses showed a 

contradiction. Interviewees unanimously agreed that audiences are more and more 

diverse. They also described communication strategies as a tool for relationship building, 

emphasizing the importance of knowing the target audiences and understanding their 

expectations, including their cultural expectations. Yet nearly all of the interviewees (23) 

recognized that their organizations could do far better in addressing multiculturalism than 

they now do. As the vice president of corporate communication for a utilities company 

said: 

We are fully aware that our community has significantly become more 
diverse. Not only the Latino population has considerably increased, but we 
are also seeing a big influx of Asian immigrants. We have been working 
hard to address all these changes. Yet probably only 25% of our 
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communication campaigns have specifically addressed cultural diversity. 
(12/9/2008) 

 
Whereas participants agreed that their organizations do not culturally adjust 

communication strategies often enough, the same respondents emphasized that cultural 

habits influence the ways in which audiences relate to a company and respond to its 

communication strategies. Typically, the vice president of corporate communication for a 

financial institution said:  

It is very important to address the values of your audiences to successfully 
communicate and build a relationship with them. This is valid to all 
situations, not only crises. Individuals’ upbringing and cultural habits will 
influence how they relate to your company. (02/27/2009) 

 
As these quotations indicate, with respect to RQ1c—how often corporations 

culturally adjust crisis communication strategies—the response is not often enough, 

despite the relevance professionals attributed to audiences’ cultural expectations.  

Viewed as a whole, all four key concerns emerging from the interviews showed a 

lack of consensus about the meaning and role of multicultural in crises. Participants had 

difficulties defining multiculturalism, yet acknowledged that cultural expectations affect 

audiences’ perceptions of corporations and crises. They also emphasized that gender, 

religion, and disability issues, as well as generational and educational gaps, are some 

other relevant factors influencing corporate discourse. The importance ascribed by 

practitioners to culture during crises varied significantly. For some, addressing cultural 

diversity is a valuable corporate asset; for others, the relevance of culture in 

communication strategies is overemphasized. The definition of crisis that each participant 

subscribed to directly affected how important cultural diversity was perceived to be. For 

some professionals, financial losses are the central element of crises; for those, cultural 
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diversity has a tangential role. For many others, reputational losses are the most relevant 

aspect of critical events; this group considered cultural expectations to be very 

significant. Practitioners pointed out that proper planning, language and translation, and 

adequate use of alternative communication channels and tactics are key elements to be 

addressed during crises. Such conclusions showed that professionals are attuned to the 

demands of a global environment, but not necessarily fully appreciative of 

multiculturalism as a complex phenomenon. Lastly, participants recognized that they are 

not addressing cultural diversity often enough. Even though the majority of the 

participants described cultural influences in crises as an important element, they seldom 

addressed this element, indicating that practitioners themselves and/or their teams may 

not be fully equipped to manage crises involving multicultural aspects.  

Survey: Findings and Analysis 

The primary goal of the national survey was to assess whether certain individual 

characteristics influence communication professionals’ ability to factor culture into the 

development of crisis strategies and preventive procedures. Specifically, the online 

survey measured communication practitioners’ self-reported opinions regarding five 

elements: (a) relevance ascribed to cultural influences in crisis strategies; (b) relevance 

ascribed to cultural influences when scanning environments for risk factors; (c) openness 

to learn about other cultures; (d) skills to handle multicultural crises; and (e) ability to 

identify cultural biases. 

As pointed out in Chapter 2, cultural misunderstandings are one of the factors that 

make already acute crises worse (Lee, 2004). Diverse systems of meanings and cultural 

values affect the way audiences interpret corporate behavior and crises (Eisenberg & 
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Riley, 2000; Gordon, 1997)—in the case of this project, the precrisis and the acute crisis 

stages. For example, lack of cultural sensitivity may hinder practitioners’ ability to 

identify risk factors and prevent crises during the precrisis stage. By the same token, 

during a full-blown crisis, lack of cultural sensitivity may pave the road to inappropriate 

and even offensive corporate responses. Grounded on the three main elements of cultural 

competence proposed by Sue (2001), the survey assessed how certain personal 

characteristics can influence communication professionals’ ability to assess risk factors 

and design crisis communication strategies that reflect a culturally diverse environment.  

A questionnaire was placed online, via Zoomerang, to be available to members of 

the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) all over the country, beginning on 

January 29, 2009 and ending on March 13, 2009. PRSA was chosen because it is the 

world's largest organization for public relations professionals, with approximately 19,000 

professionals, mainly in the U.S. (PRSA web site, n.d). Emails were sent to the officers 

of all PRSA chapters in the U.S., announcing the questionnaire and asking their support 

to engage members’ participation (Appendix D). Out of 108 PRSA chapters, 29 (27%) 

agreed to participate. The survey questionnaire was announced in the newsletters and 

online communities (Linkedin and Facebook) of each participating chapter.  A few 

chapters also sent emails to their members. The membership of the 29 participating 

chapters totaled 3800 people.  Of these, 172 members completed questionnaires, 

representing a response rate of 4.5%. Although the response rate was low, as Sha (2006) 

pointed out, most surveys’ response rates in the communication field range below 10%. 

Following procedures recommended by Babbie (2004) and Poindexter and McCombs 

(2000), two follow-up messages were sent to the participants via e-mail or posted on their 
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online communities in order to increase response rates (Appendices E and F). Appendix 

G contains the online survey’s initial page as it was displayed at Zoomerang. It 

functioned as an invitation as well as a consent form. Table 2 lists PRSA participating 

chapters and their respective membership. 

Most (61%) of the participants had taken graduate level courses or had a graduate 

degree, indicating a highly educated sample. Thirty-six percent of the sample has been 

working in the communication field for 6 to 15 years. An additional 43% had more 

than16 years of experience. The majority of participants worked for companies with a 

workforce located mainly in the U.S. (72%). The types of industries represented by these 

professionals varied immensely, ranging from educational institutions to public relations 

agencies and consulting firms, from government to manufacturing. Table 3 describes 

demographic characteristics of survey participants in detail. 

The first section of the survey instrument, as previously described, measured the 

self-reported relevance ascribed by practitioners to cultural influences in crisis 

communication strategies and was used to respond to RQ2: How do communication 

professionals assess their own abilities to understand and design effective 

communications for other cultures? The second section of the survey assessed the self-

reported relevance ascribed by communication practitioners to cultural influences when 

looking for sources of crises and was used to respond to RQ3: How much do 

communication professionals take diverse cultures into account when scanning 

environments for risk factors before a crisis occurs? Sections three, four and five of the 

questionnaire assessed the three main elements of cultural competence: openness to 

diverse knowledge, skills to manage multicultural situations, and ability to identify 
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cultural biases. These sections offered a measurement of professionals’ self-reported 

abilities to manage multicultural environments and situations.  

Table 2. PRSA participating chapters and respective membership 
 

PRSA Chapter Membership 
Alabama 140 
Charlotte 240 
Georgia 160 
Hawaii 90 
Central Illinois 60 
Hoosier Chapter Indiana 310 
Central Chesapeake 90 
West Michigan 90 
Mid Missouri (Board) 20 
Southwest Missouri 40 
Buffalo/Niagara (Board) 20 
Rochester 130 
Tar Heel (NC) 90 
Dayton Area 60 
Northwest Ohio 60 
Oklahoma City 110 
Tulsa Chapter 90 
Portland Metro 230 
Central Pennsylvania 90 
Philadelphia 380 
Lookout Tennessee 50 
Nashville  130 
Great Fort Worth Texas (Board) 20 
Houston 270 
Richmond 90 
Hampton Roads Virginia 90 
Greater Spokane 50 
Puget Sound (Seattle) 350 
Southeastern Wisconsin 250 
Total 3,800 
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Table 3. Demographic Characteristics of Survey Participants 

 

Total number of completed questionnaires  172 
 

Educational level of participants 
High School Some College College Degree Some Graduate 

School 
Graduate Degree 

0 4 (2.32%) 63 (36.62%) 33 (19.18%) 72 (41.86%) 
 

Tenure as communication professionals 
Less than 1 year 1 to 5 years 6 to 15 years 16 to 25 years More than 25 

years 
6 (3.4%) 30 (17.44%) 62 (36.04%) 43 (25%) 31 (18.02%) 

 
Employees working overseas 
None ¼ or less of the 

workforce 
Between ¼ and ½ of 
the workforce 

More than ½ of the 
workforce 

124 (72.09%) 31 (18.02%) 12 (6.97%) 5 (2.90%) 
 
Type of Industry 
Education  31 (18.02%) 
Nonprofit  28 (16.27%) 
PR Agencies and Consulting Firms 28 (16.27%) 
Government  18 (10.46%) 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 16   (9.30%) 
Transportation, Telecommunication and 
Utilities 

14   (8.13%) 

Health Care 12   (6.97%) 
Manufacturing 12   (6.97%) 
Trade and Commerce   9   (5.23%) 
Sports and Entertainment   4   (2.32%) 
All categories add to a total of 172 questionnaires, however the sum of percentages may 
add to a total greater than 100% due to rounding. 
 

In the first step of the questionnaire analysis, the participants’ responses to each 

item in each of the five sections were averaged. This process yielded one result for each 

participant for each of the five variables investigated, namely: (a) relevance ascribed to 

cultural influences in crisis strategies; (b) relevance ascribed to cultural influences when 
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scanning environments for risk factors; (c) openness to learn about other cultures; (d) 

skills to handle multicultural crises; and (e) ability to identify cultural biases. 

The reliabilities of the variables were then tested as scales. The reliability 

coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) for all five variables are: (a) relevance ascribed to 

cultural influences in crisis strategies (.666); (b) relevance ascribed to cultural influences 

when scanning environments for risk factors (.793); (c) openness to learn about other 

cultures (.635); (d) skills to handle multicultural crises (.603); and (e) ability to identify 

cultural biases (.402).As Langdridge (2004) posited, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient 

assesses the internal reliability of items with scale responses in a questionnaire and a .70 

score is suggested as the minimum expected value. However, others have argued that “an 

alpha .70 is not a benchmark every scale must pass” (John & Benet-Martinez, 2000, p. 

346). It is rather a guide. Along the same lines, Sha (2009) suggested that lower 

reliabilities are acceptable in exploratory studies, when constructs have not previously 

been assessed systematically, which is the case with this project. Although the cultural 

competence variables were assessed previously, the assessment took place in different 

contexts, mainly in the nursing and psychology fields. Nonetheless, due to its low 

reliability, the variable measuring participants’ self-reported ability to identify cultural 

biases (.402) was discarded from further statistical analysis. The low alphas are further 

discussed in the limitations section. 

Histograms of the variables  

Repeating a trend revealed in the qualitative interviews, survey participants 

considered that cultural influences have a significant effect on crisis communication 

strategies and crisis preventive procedures. Figure 1 shows the results for the first 
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variable: the relevance respondents ascribed to cultural influences in crisis strategies 

measured on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicates the lowest relevance, or strongly 

disagree, and 5 indicates the highest relevance, or strongly agree. Out of the 172 survey 

takers, 159 respondents (92%) scored 4 or more on variable 1, showing that the 

participants reported that cultural aspects greatly influence crisis strategies. The average 

for variable 1 was 4.02.  

Figure 1. 
 

 
Variable 1 Histogram.  
 

The second variable assessed was the relevance that survey participants ascribed 

to cultural influences when looking in advance for risk factors, or potential sources of 

crises. This variable was used to respond to RQ3: How much do communication 

professionals take diverse cultures into account when scanning environments for risk 

factors? Again, the vast majority of the respondents (96%, N = 165) scored 4 or more on 
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this variable. The average for all participants was 4.04. Thus, most participants reported 

culture as a highly relevant element of preventive crisis procedures. Figure 2 shows the 

histogram for variable 2. 

Figure 2. 
 

 
Variable 2 Histogram 
 

The next three variables measured specific individual characteristics that could 

help professionals manage multicultural situations. Variable 3 measured participants’ 

self-reported openness to diverse knowledge and to learning about other cultures on a 

scale of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating the lowest relevance, and 5, indicating the highest 

relevance. The vast majority of respondents (97%, N = 167) scored 4 or more on variable 

3 with an average of 4.43, indicating that respondents reported considering themselves 

very open to learn about other cultures and worldviews. Figure 3 shows the histogram for 

openness to diverse knowledge. 
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Figure 3. 
 

 
Variable 3 Histogram 
 

The fourth variable measured professionals’ self-reported skills to manage 

multicultural crises. Showing a considerably different trend, participants’ average on 

variable 4 was 2.59, which indicates that participants were not greatly confident 

regarding their skills to manage crises involving multicultural elements. This was the 

second lowest average of all five variables assessed. Out of 172 participants, 137 (79.5%) 

scored 3 or lower on variable 4, demonstrating that they were neutral or disagreed with 

statements assessing their level of preparedness to handle multicultural crisis. Figure 4 

shows the histogram for this variable.  
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Figure 4  
 

 
Variable 4 Histogram 
 

Variable 5 measured participants’ self-reported ability to identify their own and 

others’ cultural biases. With an alpha of .402, this score did not pass reliability tests and 

was discarded from further statistical analysis. Figure 5 shows the histogram for variable 

5 and serves simply to illustrate a potential trend, which should be considered with 

caution. A stronger operationalization of the construct (yielding acceptable reliability) 

may present different results. Participants’ self-reported ability to identify cultural biases 

was the variable with the lowest average (2.38). The majority of the respondents, 162 out 

of 172 (94%), scored 3 or lower on this variable. This result could indicate that 

participants did not feel confident about their own abilities to identify cultural biases or 

simply that they did not understand the questions. Further investigation of the role played 

by this personal characteristic on crisis management is necessary.  
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Figure 5. 
 

 
Variable 5 Histogram 
 

Variables 3, 4, and 5 aimed to assess specific characteristics that may influence 

communication professionals’ design of crisis strategies and their ability to scan 

multicultural environments for potential risk factors. The results for variable 3 indicate 

that professionals reported themselves very open to learn about other cultures; however, 

the results for variable 4 show they did not regard themselves as highly prepared to 

handle crises involving multicultural aspects. The results for variables 1 and 2 showed 

that these same professionals reported cultural influences as a very relevant aspect of 

crisis communication management.  

The results of variables 2, 3 and 4 were used to respond to RQ2, which asked how 

communication professionals assess their own abilities to understand and design effective 

communications for other cultures. For variable 2—the relevance ascribed to culture in 
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the design of crisis strategies—the average score (4.02 out of 5.0) suggested that 

respondents were aware of the role played by culture during crises. Participants’ average 

score (4.43 out of 5) on openness to learn about other cultures showed that professionals 

reported themselves to be highly confident about their own their ability to understand 

other cultures. On the other hand, respondents’ low average score (2.59 out of 5) on their 

skills to manage multicultural crises indicated they did not view themselves as confident 

about their ability to design effective communication strategies for other cultures.  

Conditions 

Certain conditions affected how participants scored on variables 1 and 2—the 

self-reported relevance respondents ascribed to cultural influences when designing crisis 

strategies and when looking for risk factors before a crisis occurs. Their tenure as 

communication professionals is one of these conditions. A t-test for independent samples 

revealed a statistically significant difference between the variable 1 means of participants 

with more than 16 years of experience and the ones with less than 16 years of experience 

(t-value= 2.96, p < .00). More experienced participants had an average for the self-

reported relevance ascribed to culture when designing crisis strategies (4.17), 

significantly higher than their less experienced peers (3.91). Therefore, the more 

experienced professionals are, the more likely they are to consider cultural issues 

important. Table 4 shows the t-test statistics and results for variable1 and years of 

experience. 
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Table 4. Summary of t-test group statistics and results for variable 1 and years of 

experience 

 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 

>= 16 years of experience 74 4.17 .59 .07 
< less than 16 years of 
experience 

98 3.91 .55 .05 

 
t-test for Equality of Means (Equal variances assumed) 

Test value  
95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 

Lower  Upper 

2.96 170 .00 .25 .08 .43 
 

A t-test for independent samples also yielded a statistically significant difference 

between the means of participants with more than 16 years of experience and their less 

experienced peers (t-value= 3.62, p < .00) for the self-reported relevance ascribed to 

cultural influences when practitioners looked for risk factors in advance of a crisis. 

Respondents with more than 16 years of experience as communication professionals had 

an average of 4.19 for variable 2, significantly higher than practitioners with less than 16 

years of experience (3.92). Again, the more experienced professionals are, the more 

likely they are to consider cultural issues important when looking for risk factors. Table 5 

shows the t-test statistics and results for variable 2 and years of experience.  
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Table 5. Summary of t-test group statistics and results for variable 2 and years of  
    experience  
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 

>= 16 years of experience 74 4.19 .49 .05 
< less than 16 years of 
experience 

98 3.92 .48 .04 

 
t-test for Equality of Means (Equal variances assumed) 

Test value  
95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference Lower  Upper 

3.62 170 .00 .27 .12 .42 
 

Similar to the qualitative interviews, the survey showed another condition that 

seemed to affect participants’ opinions regarding the role of cultural influences during 

crises: location of workforce. Professionals who work for companies operating overseas 

had an average for the self-reported relevance ascribed to culture when designing crisis 

strategies (4.15) slightly higher than participants working for organization with no 

workforce abroad (3.97) A t-test for independent samples showed a statistically 

significant difference between the variable 1 means of both groups (t-value= 1.92, p < 

.05). Professionals working for companies that operate overseas are slightly more likely 

to consider cultural issues important when responding to crises. Table 6 shows the t-test 

statistics and results for variable1 and location of workforce. 
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Table 6.Summary of t-test group statistics and results for variable 1 and location of  

 workforce 
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 

Workforce abroad 48 4.15 .47 .06 
Workforce in the U.S. 124 3.97 .61 .05 

 
t-test for Equality of Means (Equal variances assumed) 

Test value  
95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 

Lower  Upper 

1.92 170 .05 .18 .00 .38 
 

However, location of workforce did not affect participants’ results on variable 2—

self-reported relevance ascribed to cultural influences when looking for risk factors 

before a crisis occurs. Professionals who work for companies operating overseas had 

practically the same average on variable 2 (4.10) as participants working for 

organizations with no workforce abroad (4.01). A t-test for independent samples showed 

no statistically significant difference between the variable 2 means of both groups. Table 

7 shows the t-test statistics and results (not statistically significant) for variable 2 and 

location of workforce. 

Another condition to be discussed is participants’ level of education. This 

condition did not affect respondents’ results on the self-reported relevance ascribed to 

culture in crisis strategies. A t-test for independent samples indicated no statistically 

significant difference between the variable1 means of participants with some graduate 
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studies (4.03) and their peers with less education (4.00). Table 8 shows the t-test statistics 

and results (not statistically significant) for variable 1 and level of education. 

Table 7.Summary of t-test group statistics and results for variable 2 and location of  
 workforce 
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 

Workforce abroad 48 4.10 .46 .06 
Workforce in the U.S. 124 3.01 .52 .04 

 
t-test for Equality of Means (Equal variances assumed) 

Test value  
95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 

Lower  Upper 

1.04 170 .30 .08 .08 .25 
 

Table 8.Summary of t-test group statistics and results for variable 1 and level of 
education 
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 

Graduate studies 105 4.03 .59 .06 
College education 67 4.00 .58 .07 

 
t-test for Equality of Means (Equal variances assumed) 

Test value  
95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 

Lower  Upper 

.32 170 .74 .02 .15 .21 
 

Conversely, level of education had a statistically significant effect on the self-

reported relevance ascribed to culture during the precrisis phase when professionals look 
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for risk factors. A t-test for independent samples yielded a statistically significant 

difference (t-value= 2.26, p < .02) between the variable 2 means of participants with 

some graduate studies (4.10) and professionals with only college studies (3.93). 

Therefore, professionals with more formal education are more likely to consider cultural 

issues important during the precrisis phase. Table 9 shows the t-test statistics and results 

for variable 2 and level of education. 

Table 9.Summary of t- test group statistics and results for variable 2 and level of 
education 
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 

Graduate studies 105 4.10 .52 .05 
College education 67 3.93 .45 .05 

 
t-test for Equality of Means (Equal variances assumed) 

Test value  
95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 

Lower  Upper 

2.26 170 .02 .17 .02 .33 
 

Finally, the potential influence of different types of industry on the self-reported 

relevance attributed to cultural influences when designing crisis strategies and when 

looking for risk factors before a crisis occurs—variables 1 and 2—was also assessed. A 

one-way ANOVA calculated if there were statistical significant differences among 

participants’ mean on variable 1—self-reported relevance ascribed to cultural influences 

in crisis strategies—based on participants’ industry affiliation. A second one-way 

ANOVA was used to measure if there were statistical differences among participants’ 
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mean on variable 2—self-reported relevance ascribed to cultural influences in looking for 

risk factors before a crisis occurs. As previously mentioned in Table 3, survey takers 

reported working in the following industries: (1) finance, insurance, and real estate; (2) 

trade and commerce; (3) manufacturing; (4) transportation, telecommunication and 

utilities; (5) education; (6) sports and entertainment; (7) nonprofit organizations; (8) 

public relations agencies and consulting firms; (9) government; and (10) health care. 

None of the two procedures yielded statistically significant results, indicating that, 

based on the sample analyzed, being affiliated  with different types of industry did not 

affect the self-reported relevance ascribed by practitioners to culture during crises. The 

results of the first ANOVA indicated that types of industry do not significantly affect the 

self-reported relevance ascribe to culture in crisis strategies, F (9,162) = 1.41, p > .05. 

Table 10 shows the one-way ANOVA descriptives and results (not statistically 

significant) for variable 1 and types of industry. 

Similarly, the second ANOVA also indicated that type of industry does not have a 

significant effect on the self-reported relevance attributed to cultural influences when 

practitioners scan environments looking for risk factors before a crisis takes place, F (9, 

162) = 1.40, p >.05. Table 11 shows the one-way ANOVA descriptives and results (not 

statistically significant) for variable 2 and types of industry. 
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Table 10. Summary of one-way ANOVA descriptives and results for variable 1 and type 
of industry 
 

Types of Industry N Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Finance, insurance and real state 16 4.12 .41 
Trade & Commerce 9 4.22 .37 
Manufacturing 12 4.11 .59 
Transportation, Telecommunication and 
Utilities 

14 3.76 .65 

Education 31 3.95 .61 
Sports and Entertainment 4 3.33 .27 
Nonprofit 28 4.02 .57 
PR agencies and Consulting 28 4.16 .54 
Government 18 4.00 .66 
Health Care 12 4.05 .64 

 
ANOVA 

 df η
2 F Sig 

Between Groups 9 .46 1.41 .18 
Within groups 162 .33   
Total 171    
 

In sum, certain additional characteristics had an effect on practitioners’ responses. 

Seasoned communication professionals are the ones most prone to think that cultural 

influences are a relevant aspect of crisis situations and crisis management. Participants 

working for companies that operate overseas are more likely to value cultural influences 

when designing responses to corporate crises. In addition, respondents with more formal 

education are noticeably more likely to consider cultural diversity as a relevant aspect of 

crisis prevention. However, the types of industry with which practitioners were affiliated 

did not affect their self assessment of the influence of culture in crises. 
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Table 11. Summary of one-way ANOVA descriptives and results for variable 2 and type 
of industry 
 

Types of Industry N Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Finance, insurance and real state 16 4.04 .54 
Trade & Commerce 9 4.22 .49 
Manufacturing 12 4.16 .45 
Transportation, Telecommunication and 
Utilities 

14 3.78 .66 

Education 31 4.04 .48 
Sports and Entertainment 4 3.56 .47 
Nonprofit 28 3.93 .43 
PR agencies and Consulting 28 4.11 .47 
Government 18 4.09 .53 
Health Care 12 4.20 .46 

 
ANOVA 

 df η
2 F Sig 

Between Groups 9 .35 1.40 .10 
Within groups 162 .25   
Total 171    
 

Regression Analysis 

To measure the impact of self-reported attitudes about culture on crisis planning, 

the four reliable variables measured through the online survey were used to conduct two 

different multiple linear regression analyses. Variables 1 and 2 measured respectively the 

self-reported relevance ascribed to cultural influences in crisis strategies and, during the 

precrisis phase, when practitioners look for risk factors. Variables 3 and 4 measured 

respectively two main elements of cultural competence, self-reported openness to learn 

about diverse cultures and self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises. The first 

regression model assessed to what extent the two elements of cultural competence—
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variables 3 and 4—influence the relevance ascribed by survey participants to cultural 

influences when designing communication strategies—variable 1. Regression model 2 

assessed to what extent two main elements of cultural competence—openness to diverse 

knowledge and skills to handle multicultural crises—influence the relevance ascribed by 

participants to cultural influences in a precrisis phase, when scanning environment 

looking for risk factors. 

The first multiple regression analysis explored the relative influence of the 

predictor variables—self-reported openness to diverse knowledge and self-reported skills 

to handle multicultural crises—on the criterion variable—relevance ascribed to culture 

during crises. In summary, Model 1 coefficients are:  

Score 1 = 1.134 + 0.575 * Score 3 + 0.128 * Score 4  

Table 12 shows the results for regression model 1. 

Table 12. Multiple Regression Analysis for Variable 1 
 

Variable β SE β Beta t p 
Relevance of culture in crisis strategies      
Openness to diverse knowledge .575 .069 .532 8.322 .000 
Skills to handle multicultural crises .128 .050 .162 2.548 .012 
Model Statistics: R = .60, R 2= .36, F (2,170) = 50.15, p <.000 
      
 

The results of the regression analysis revealed that self-reported openness to 

diverse knowledge and self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises—the two 

assessed elements of cultural competence—accounted for approximately 36% of the 

relevance ascribed to culture in crisis strategies—variable 1(R = .60, R 2= .36, F (2,170) = 
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50.15, p <.000). The result did not explain a large amount of the variance, as is typical of 

communication phenomena and shows that other factors play a role on the relevance 

practitioners attribute to cultural issues as well. Nevertheless, the two elements of cultural 

competence do have a statistically significant and quantifiable effect on variable 1, and 

therefore have a true explanatory value. The standardized b coefficient for each element 

of cultural competence—self-reported openness to diverse knowledge and self-reported 

skills to handle multicultural crises—indicated the independent contribution each of them 

make to predict the relevance ascribed to cultural influences in crisis strategies. For 

variable 1, the results indicated that a 1 point increase in the self-reported openness to 

diverse knowledge increases variable 1 by.532 (standardized b = .532, t = 8.322, p = 

.000). Similarly, a 1 point increase in the self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises 

increases variable 1 by 0.162 (standardized b = .162, t = 2.448, p = .012). Whereas the 

direction of these relationships are not surprising, the results first statistically prove the 

existence of these relationships and then quantify the contributions of each of these self-

reported abilities to practitioners’ self-reported willingness to factor culture into the 

development of crisis strategies. 

The results of Model 1 responded to RQ 2b and RQ 2c. RQ 2a, which asked how 

much communication professionals’ ability to identify their own and others’ cultural 

biases influence their design of crisis communication strategies, could not be addressed 

because the variable assessing respondents’ ability to identify cultural biases was 

discarded due to low reliability. With respect to RQ2b—how much communication 

professionals’ openness to diverse knowledge influence their design of crisis strategies—

the standardized b coefficient for variable 3 indicated that a higher level of openness to 
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diverse knowledge implies a greater relevance ascribed to culture when designing crisis 

strategies. Addressing RQ2c, which asked how much communication professionals’ 

skills at adapting actions and messages to other cultures influence their design of crisis 

communication strategies—the standardized b coefficient for variable 4 indicated that a 

higher level of skills at managing multicultural crises implies a slightly greater relevance 

ascribed to cultural factors when designing crisis strategies. It is worth noting that self-

reported openness to diverse knowledge influenced the relevance ascribed to cultural 

influences in crisis strategies to a greater degree than self-reported level of skills at 

managing crises in multicultural environments.  

A second multiple linear regression analysis was conducted to explore the relative 

influence of the predictor variables—self-reported openness to diverse knowledge and 

self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises—on the criterion variable—relevance 

ascribed to culture when looking for risk factors. In summary, Model 2 coefficients are:  

Score 2 = 1.200 + 0.574 * Score 3 + 0.122 * Score 4  

Table 13 shows the results for regression model 2. 

Table 13. Multiple Regression Analysis for Variable 2 
 

Variable β SE β Beta t p 
Relevance of culture in crisis prevention      
Openness to diverse knowledge .575 .057 .601 10.095 .000 
Skills to handle multicultural crises .128 .041 .161   2.699 .008 
Model Statistics: R = .67, R 2= .45, F (2,170) = 71.08, p <.000 
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The results of the second regression analysis  revealed that self-reported openness 

to diverse knowledge and self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises—the two 

assessed elements of cultural competence accounted for approximately 45% of the 

relevance ascribed to cultural factors in crisis prevention procedures (R = .67, R 2= .45, F 

(2,170) = 71.08, p <.000). Thus, elements of cultural competence explained roughly half 

of the variance, even though other factors should play a role as well on the relevance 

practitioners attribute to cultural issues during the precrisis stage of a crisis. The two 

elements of cultural competence do have a statistically significant and quantifiable effect 

on variable 2, and therefore have a true explanatory value. The standardized b coefficient 

for each element of cultural competence—self-reported openness to diverse knowledge 

and self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises—indicated the independent 

contribution of each of them make to predict the relevance ascribed to cultural influences 

cultural influences when looking for risk factors. For variable 2, the results indicated that 

a 1 point increase in the self-reported openness to diverse knowledge increases variable 2 

by.601 (standardized b = .601, t = 10.095, p = .000). Likewise, a 1 point increase in the 

self-reported skills to handle multicultural crises increases variable 2 by .161 

(standardized b = .161, t = 2.699, p = .008). Once more, whereas the direction of these 

relationships are not surprising, the results first statistically prove the existence of these 

relationships and then quantify the contributions of each of these self-reported abilities to 

practitioners’ self-reported willingness factor culture into crisis prevention  

The results of Model 2 responded to RQ 3b and RQ 3c. RQ 3a, which asked how 

much communication professionals’ ability to identify their own and others’ cultural 

biases influence their level of effectiveness of scanning environments for risk factors, 
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could not be addressed, since the variable assessing respondents’ ability to identify 

cultural biases was discarded due to low reliability. Responding to RQ3b, which asked 

how much communication professionals’ openness to diverse knowledge influence their 

level of effectiveness of scanning environments for risk factors, the standardized b 

coefficient for variable 3 indicated that a higher self-reported level of openness to diverse 

knowledge implies a greater relevance ascribed to culture when scanning environments 

for risk factors before a crisis occurs. With respect to RQ2c—How much communication 

professionals’ skills at adapting actions and messages to other cultures influence their 

level of effectiveness of scanning environments for risk factors—the standardized b 

coefficient for variable 4 indicated that a higher self-reported skills level at managing 

multicultural crises implies a slightly greater relevance ascribed to cultural factors when 

looking for risk factors. It is worth noting that, similar to the results of regression model 

1, self-reported openness to diverse knowledge influenced the relevance ascribed to 

cultural influences in crisis prevention to a much greater degree than self-reported level 

of skills at managing crises in multicultural environments. 

In summary, both regression models showed that higher levels of cultural 

competence are associated with greater ability to scan multicultural environments to 

prevent crises and to design crisis responses that respect diverse cultural expectations. In 

effect, the analysis of the national survey showed that this group of public relations 

professionals regarded culture as a very important element of crises management.  

News Articles: Findings and Analysis 

The primary goal of the media analysis was to systemically assess whether 

cultural aspects were among the predominant frames chosen by representative U.S. media 
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when covering recent corporate crises. Based on their high levels of readership and 

influence, the New York Times, USA Today, and the Wall Street Journal were analyzed. 

The timeframe chosen was January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2008. The final dataset was 

composed of 194 news articles from the New York Times, 42 news articles from USA 

Today, and 304 news articles from the Wall Street Journal. 

The news articles were analyzed using a form of computer-assisted textual 

analysis, centering resonance analysis (CRA). The CRA of the news articles yielded 

graphic network depictions of the associations between the most influential words in the 

news articles—maps with clusters of associated words that can be interpreted as 

representing broad themes in the media coverage of corporate crises. The themes that 

emerged from the analysis were used to respond to RQ4: What cultural elements, if any, 

are typically emphasized by U.S. media when covering corporate crises? 

Centering Resonance Analysis Maps 

In order to conduct the centering resonance analysis, each news article was 

converted into a .txt file and, to keep the focus on article content alone, the name of the 

newspaper, the section in which the article appeared, and the headlines were excluded. 

The news articles were grouped by year and source, generating six CRA maps—two for 

each newspaper studied during the two-year period. 

In the CRA maps discussed in this section, the most influential words are those in 

black boxes; words with slightly lesser influence have gray boxes; and less influential 
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words are unboxed.1 The lines in the maps indicate associations between words; the 

darker the line, the stronger the association. The default settings of software used in this 

analysis determine that the most influential words are generally located at the left-hand 

side of the map, whereas the right-hand side of the graph tends to contain less influential 

words (Corman & Dooley, 2006).  

The samples for 2007 were composed of 47 articles from the New York Times, 8 

articles from USA Today, and 38 articles from the Wall Street Journal. For all three 

newspapers, the majority of news articles were selected from 2008, indicating that crisis 

events were more plentiful during that year. The samples for 2008 were composed of 147 

articles from the New York Times, 34 articles from USA Today, and 266 articles from 

the Wall Street Journal. Figure 6 shows the number of articles for each newspaper per 

year. 

The New York Times CRA maps 

The configuration of the New York Times’ CRA maps for both 2007 and 2008 

show the increasing importance of the financial crisis that took place during those years. 

Figure 7 shows the New York Times CRA map for 2007. A close analysis of the news 

articles showed that the vast majority of them focused on some aspect of the financial 

crisis that started in 2006. However, in 2007 the crisis had already produced 

consequences worldwide. Company, the most influential word in the map, is strongly and 

directly connected to every word in the map, except president and chief-executive. 

 
                                                 
1 Word influence assesses the extent that a word connects concepts that otherwise would be disconnected, 
creating coherence in a text. The values determining the most influential words (≥ 0.1), words with slightly 
lesser influence (> 0.05 and < 0.1) and the less influential words (> 0.015 and ≤ 0.05) followed the default 
parameters on the software used for the analysis (see Corman & Dooley, 2006, p. 9). 
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Figure 6. 
 

 
News articles distribution 
 

The analysis showed that many articles focused on a cluster of meanings 

represented by the words company, year, investment, business, bank, firm, United States, 

and good. Despite the disastrous consequences of subprime mortgages and other 

questionable financial schemes, this cluster of words represented an attempt to put a 

positive light on the financial industry, connecting it with good. For example, a banking 

analyst stated: “So far banks feel pretty comfortable with subprime-related investments. 

There is a pretty high threshold before these institutions would take a hit that could affect 

the global economy” (Bajaj, 2007, p. 1). Another news article reported the benefits of a 

weak currency, mentioning that “rather than hurting American companies, a weak dollar 

is providing a strong lift. American companies are gaining ground overseas, sending 
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more American-made products abroad. A weaker dollar is helping to make American 

goods and services more competitive in foreign markets” (Peters, 2007, p. 1).  

Another cluster in the map is composed of market, crisis, country, international, 

price, fund, and investor. The news articles behind this cluster concentrated on the 

consequences of the financial crisis to international markets, increases in oil prices, and 

the potential savior role played by emerging markets. These articles discussed economic 

and political issues in Brazil, India, China, and other Asian countries. Despite the 

international scope, potential influences of cultural diversity were not mentioned in the 

articles themselves and did not appear on the CRA map. 

A third cluster connected the words company, year, investment, percent, business, 

financial, large, group, firm, bank, new, and American. The underlying news articles 

suggested that the large financial crisis started in the U.S. this time, and it was the turn of 

non-American companies to be afraid of the American market. The themes adopted by 

the articles suggested that for too long Americans associated foreign markets and 

practices with high risk, while neglecting their own shady practices. For example, 

according to one news article:  

This time, the United States has exported volatility to the rest of the world. 
At least that's the argument of some financial experts, who say that 
individual investors should not necessarily look at the United States as a 
haven. Instead, they say that investors should hold a substantial percentage 
of their portfolios in non-American companies, through mutual funds or 
exchange-traded funds. (Holstein, 2007, p. 6) 
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Figure 7. 
 

 
2007 CRA map for the New York Times 
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Such articles mentioned numerous countries, but focused solely on their economic 

aspects. Whereas it is not surprising that specific terms such as “cultural competence” 

and “diversity” did not appear among the most influential ones in the maps, it is worth 

noting that no cultural aspect whatsoever of the countries cited were part of the news 

articles. A close read of the news articles revealed similar results. Cultural aspects were 

absent, while financial and economic issues were emphasized.  

In the 2008 map of the New York Times stories—Figure 8—the trends of 2007 

became stronger and more apparent. The map represents one big cluster, where all words 

are strongly linked. Company is once more the most influential word in the map. Year 

and market also mediate a large number of strong connections. The most influential 

words in CRA maps tend to be plotted on the left-hand side. In 2008, bank is plotted in 

this position; it also mediates a large number of strong connections, as the dark lines 

represent. Both facts suggest that banks had a central role in the crisis and were portrayed 

as the villains of the economic meltdown. For example, pension fund associations sued 

American International Group (A.I.G.), accusing the insurance giant of understating the 

company’s exposure to subprime mortgage products in order to inflate stock prices. The 

losses caused by the failure of complex financial products should have been limited in 

accordance with A.I.G. insurance terms; however, they were not. As the executive 

director of a Florida-based fund stated, “these folks have manipulated the market by 

making false statements, which caused severe economic loss to thousands of trust funds 

members. And they did it with no regret” (Anderson, 2008, p.3).
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Figure 8.  
 

 
2008 CRA map for the New York Times 
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Government, crisis, financial, firm, and business comprise another cluster of 

meaning. Compared to the 2007 map, these words are much more strongly connected to 

each other, and they mediate a larger number of connections in the 2008 map, indicating 

an increase in their influence levels in the original texts from which they were extracted. 

The news articles behind this cluster focused on extensive discussion of governmental 

actions, or the lack thereof, to control the crisis. The stories covered bank mergers 

between Bank of America and Merrill Lynch, JPMorgan and Bear Sterns, Wells Fargo 

and Wachovia, as well as bailouts of A.I.G, Citigroup, and many others. Despite 

complaints and protests from Main Street Americans, the government expanded its help 

to troubled companies such as A.I.G. According to the U.S. assistant secretary of the 

Treasury, “government’s financial relief to financial institutions was a one-shot deal, 

necessary to maintain the stability of the financial system” (Walsh, 2008, p. 1). 

Another 2008 cluster was comprised of American, people, investment, market, 

percent, and price. These connections are related to quantified effects of the crisis, such 

as percentage of jobs lost, production and sales losses, percentage of decrease in home 

values, and percentage of financial losses experienced by average investors. The news 

articles underlying this cluster presented a very pessimistic tone, focusing on losses in the 

U.S. and abroad. For example, one news article stated:  

As dozens of countries slip deeper into financial distress, a new threat 
may be gathering force within the American economy—the prospect that 
goods will pile up waiting for buyers and prices will fall, suffocating 
fresh investment and worsening joblessness for months or even years. A 
similar fate is feared worldwide, if a recession is deep and prolonged and 
consumers lose spending power, Europe, Asia and Latin America will 
succumb to a slowdown. (Goodman, 2008, p. 1) 
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The 2008 articles revealed a dark picture of the economy, focusing on the widespread 

consequences of the financial crisis that hit the world during that year. 

In summary, the New York Times news articles concentrated on economic 

consequences of corporate crisis, emphasizing the worldwide effects of the housing 

market meltdown that originated in the U.S. International aspects of the financial 

meltdown were discussed solely in terms of potential opportunities abroad, as well as a 

ripple effect of the American financial crisis in the economies of countries worldwide. 

Cultural aspects were mainly absent of the newspaper coverage of the events.  

USA Today CRA maps 

The USA Today sample was composed of 42 articles, a small number compared 

to the samples of the other two publications, and a sign that the newspaper did not 

heavily concentrate on covering corporate crises during 2007 and 2008.  

The 2007 map—Figure 9—has company and United States as the most influential 

words, strongly connected with business, today, and food. An important cluster of 

meaning is composed of management, manager, employee, job, new, year, worker, and 

plant. The articles behind this cluster described the challenges posed by the financial 

crisis to middle-management positions. These positions were once a career goal, but are 

seen today as so-called “golden handcuffs.” According to one news article, “companies 

are taking steps to revamp middle-management, offering the same flexibility and perks 

long considered the domain of C-level executives. IBM has added a special program to 

their middle-management jobs, giving them more of the glory” (Armour, 2007, p.1B). 
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Figure 9. 
 

 
2007 CRA map for the USA Today 
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A second cluster encompasses China, food, product, industry, Chinese, and 

consumer. The news articles supporting this cluster concentrated on a massive number of 

tainted products from China, with a specific focus on a pet-food recall due to melamine 

contamination. Two months passed after the pet-food recall in the U.S. before Chinese 

government officials started to investigate the case, illustrating the different safety 

standards held by American and Chinese companies. According a deputy director in the 

ministry responsible for inspecting imports and exports, officials can supervise the 

producers in China, “but U.S. companies doing business with Chinese companies must 

also be very clear about the standards they need, and don’t just look for a cheap price” 

(MacLeod, 2007, p. 1B). Along the same lines, the director of China’s Health Ministry 

office in charge of controlling chemical contaminants argued that the Chinese problems 

with food safety were small, “but the media has exaggerated the issue. Most food 

producers are sincere, but we have such a large population, with so many food producers, 

so you cannot say that some companies will not use illegal means to gain profit" 

(MacLeod, 2007, p. 1B). 

USA Today’s coverage of corporate crises during 2007 directed readers’ attention 

to other events besides the economic crisis, yet this issue was not neglected. Crisis is 

connected to credit, market, and United States, forming a link leading to company. The 

approach adopted by the newspaper to discuss the crisis is to describe events as a midlife 

crisis of corporate America, pointing out many challenges faced by the biggest and most 

successful 30- year-old American companies. As the president and chairman of Firsthand 

Funds stated, "If you're a memorable company after three decades, you've had a chance to 
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saturate your market. A market that looked exciting when you were first going after it and 

visionary to see it is now obvious to everyone" (Krantz, 2007, p. 3B). 

Finally, a close analysis of the 2007 news articles in USA Today pointed to one 

last cluster. The words production, flat panel, sale, and TV represent articles discussing 

borderless production processes and the job losses brought about by outsourcing. Flat 

panel TVs were used as an example, since their screens are produced in Japan or Korea, 

assembled in Mexico, and purchased in the U.S. However, only economic aspects of 

borderless production were discussed. The potential cultural consequences of borderless 

production processes and a highly interconnected economy were completely overlooked. 

In fact, any cultural elements were practically absent from the 2007 news articles. Even 

the ones discussing the recall of Chinese products did not refer to cultural habits as one of 

the causes on different safety standards. 

Like the 2008 New York Times map, the configuration of the 2008 USA Today 

CRA map—Figure 10—resembles one big cluster. Company and United States still are 

the most influential words in this map. Yet financial and year assume a similar influence 

level, as the grey boxes indicate. Crisis mediates one major cluster of meanings, 

connecting CEO, market, year, United States, company, financial, bank, government, 

economic, investment, and economy. Adopting themes similar to those in the New York 

Times, USA Today coverage of 2008 centers on the financial meltdown and its 

consequences to the U.S. As one news article stated: 

After weeks of intense selling on worries that the credit crunch would 
cause a financial system meltdown, the angst on Wall Street is quickly 
shifting to the business fallout of the ongoing crisis, such as lower 
earnings, slower growth, mounting job losses and a global recession. 
(Shell, 2008, p. 1B)
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Figure 10 
 

 

2008 CRA map for the USA Today 
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Another cluster is composed of fund, investor, Wall-Street, firm, big, China, and 

price. Connected to the big financial crisis cluster, this set of words represents news 

articles discussing the consequences of the financial meltdown in China. Numerous 

articles pointed out that hundreds of Chinese companies closed in 2007, due to a global 

slowdown in consumption. An economist at Standard Chartered Bank in Shanghai said:  

China is being hit over the head by both the global crisis and the 
domestic slowdown. Thousands of Chinese factories have shuttered in 
the past year to an export-killing global slowdown that began with the 
collapse of the U.S. housing market and the ensuing financial crisis. 
(MacLeod & Wiseman, 2008, p. 1B) 

 
The consequences of the financial crisis in other Asian countries were also 

mentioned in the news articles that underlay this cluster. 

Despite this nod to hardships abroad, most USA Today news articles from 2007 

and 2008 concentrated on the losses brought by the financial crisis to the American 

people, reflecting the publication’s domestic tone. Consequences of the crisis abroad 

were generally framed in terms of their outcomes to the American people. Lack of 

governmental actions was also emphasized. Cultural aspects were absent from the 

publication coverage of the financial crisis. 

The Wall Street Journal CRA maps 

The number of articles selected from the Wall Street Journal—304 in total—

denotes the publication’s strong concentration on business and corporate crises.  The 

configuration of the 2007 CRA map—Figure 11—shows how important the publication 

considered the financial crisis in the U.S. to be. Company is again the most influential 

word in the map. Bank, United States, market, and year are also highly influential words. 
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Figure 11. 
 

 

2007 CRA map for the Wall Street Journal 
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These words are all strongly connected among themselves, and they mediate 

almost all the connections depicted in the map, suggesting that a global financial crisis 

and all its different aspects monopolized the coverage of 2007. 

A cluster is formed by oil, price, energy, international, and foreign, representing 

concerns about the world’s thirst for oil and a cap on crude oil production. The 

consequences of increasing oil prices, the importance of alternative sources of energy, 

and the role of foreign production were discussed at length in the news articles behind 

this cluster. The role of oil on Russia’s economic rebound is also mentioned. Many 

economists suggested that global growth was slowing in 2007, yet it was still at “a 

relatively healthy level—3% forecasted to 2007 and 2008” (How economy could survive, 

2007). Russian stock market performance for the past seven years was a lucrative option 

for investors worldwide: “High oil prices mean more money for oil-producing nations 

such as Russia and Saudi Arabia to invest globally” (How economy could survive, 2007). 

The focus throughout is economics, not culture. 

Far from referring to culture, the word foreign is strongly connected to country 

and new in a chain of associations leading to market. The news articles supporting this 

cluster indicated the necessity to diversify investments due to the financial meltdown in 

the U.S. In addition, foreign countries’ efforts to discover and implement alternative 

sources of fuel were also discussed. Brazil emerged as the most experienced producer of 

ethanol and a potential pact with the U.S. was discussed. According to the newspapers, 

investors were pouring money into Brazilian new ethanol mills since, besides the U.S., 

“Japan and other energy-poor nations in Europe are already looking to Latin America’s 
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largest country for ethanol” (U.S., Brazil weigh ethanol pact, 2007). Culture has no role 

in reporting such transactions. 

A third cluster of meanings begins with the word market, strongly connected to 

stock, China, big, investment, fund, and international. A close reading of the underlying 

news articles exemplified once more the international economic emphasis of  the Wall 

Street Journal. These articles talked about emergent markets and the ways in which these 

markets might not be seriously affected by the financial crisis in the U.S. Some of these 

new financial hubs are China, India, Brazil, and South Korea, all presented as safe 

destinations for foreign capital. As one news article pointed out: 

Banks across Asia continue to lend, largely unaffected by U.S. subprime-
mortgage exposure that was the original cause of the global distress. Some 
observers note that Asia's biggest countries, including China and India, are 
humming along, underpinned by strong economic foundations. (In Asia, 
it’s a world of Extremes, 2007) 

 
Some other countries, such as Bulgaria and Latvia, were also mentioned, although they 

were classified as high-risk commodities. No cultural aspects of such a diverse set of 

countries were mentioned or analyzed.  

The Wall Street Journal map for 2008—Figure12—presents a configuration 

similar to the 2008 maps for the other two publications studied. It is one big cluster, 

where all the words are strongly interconnected. Company still is the most influential 

word in the map, and the most cited companies are A.I.G., Lehman Brothers, Wachovia, 

Bear Sterns, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac. Bank also has a highly influential position, 

mediating all the connections in the map. A close analysis of the news articles confirmed 

the heavy focus on the financial meltdown.
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Figure 12. 
 

 
2008 CRA map for the Wall Street Journal 
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Smaller clusters reveal more specialized aspects of the Wall Street Journal 

approach to the crisis.  Financial, fund, and firm comprise one cluster with bank, and the 

news articles supporting this association of meanings mostly explained the ways in which 

some financial products have triggered the crisis. Another cluster is composed of 

international, group, investment, investor, and new. In contrast to 2007, when 

international markets were considered to be a remedy for the financial crisis, the 2008 

news articles depicted a less optimistic picture. Emerging markets were also hit by the 

crisis. The economies of countries such as Brazil, South Korea, and China were all 

significantly affected by the recession in the U.S. For example, in Brazil, “a newly rich 

generation of investment-fund managers has gone from gaming who will buy the next 

private jet to exchanging rumors about which financial institution might be first to fail” 

(Fresh tumult, 2008). 

Articles mentioning the word international also described examples of successful 

companies worldwide that were able to beat the global crisis, such as the Brazilian InBev 

NV and the French Alcatel-Lucent. Although the news articles gave the credit for these 

companies’ success to their corporate culture, issues of cultural diversity within the 

companies were not discussed. 

United States, market, government, business, and year form another small cluster. 

The news articles underlying this cluster concentrated on the consequences of the 

financial crisis to the American market, as well as the governmental actions to control the 

crisis. The year 2008 had devastating effects on the U.S. economy and society. By 

December, President-elect Barack Obama announced new economic incentives and tax 

cuts. The economic recovery package was planned to cost a minimum of $600 billion 
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over the following two years. Despite the long-term implications of such spending, the 

House Majority Leader said: “The need for fiscal stimulus is hardly being debated. With 

unemployment rising, wealth plunging, and the Federal Reserve nearly out of 

ammunition, nobody's crying wolf here; the wolf is at the door" (Compiling a to-do list, 

2008).  

In summary, the Wall Street Journal news articles focused heavily on technical 

and economical aspects of the financial global crisis that took place during 2007-2008. 

Unlike the other newspapers studied, the Wall Street Journal also described in detail the 

cause of the crisis worldwide, instead of simply covering its consequences. The 

newspaper adopted an international-oriented approach, providing in-depth examinations 

of international markets and companies. Nevertheless, cultural aspects of countries cited 

were overlooked. 

The examination of the CRA maps was used to respond to RQ4: What cultural 

elements, if any, are typically emphasized by U.S. media when covering corporate crises? 

In every case, the answer to this research question was negative. Cultural elements were 

not emphasized by the U.S. newspapers examined. It appears that U.S. media are not 

attuned to the relevance ascribed by communication practitioners to cultural influences 

during crises.  
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Used as a tool for strategic management, PR practices aim to identify stakeholders 

and build relations with these key audiences that will define and shape an organization’s 

mission, shape its strategy, and improve its efficiency (Grunig & Grunig, 2003; Grunig, 

Grunig, Skiramesh, Huang, & Lyra, 1995). Key stakeholders can sometimes be specific 

groups; at other times, they can be entire societies. More and more often, these audiences 

have culturally diverse backgrounds that need to be taken into account when 

communication strategies are planned and implemented (Taylor & Kent, 1999; Zaharna, 

2000). 

The interconnectedness of a globalized society is a key element for crisis 

communication management. Indeed, new technologies have the potential to make any 

local event an international crisis in minutes (Martinelli & Briggs, 1998; Taylor, 2000). 

According to the rhetorical approach to crisis communication adopted in this project, 

crises are created and resolved through communication (Hearit & Courtright, 2004), and 

communicative strategies are influenced by cultural perceptions and values that help 

individuals to create reality through the meanings ascribed to situations (Eisenberg & 

Riley, 2000). Cultural values modify individuals’ ways of thinking, judging situations, 

and communicating (Banks, 2000; Hall, 1976). In a global business environment, cultural 

understanding is an essential tool for successful communication and relationship building 

between organizations and strategic audiences. Thus, understanding cultural influences 

on crisis communication is an increasingly important topic. 
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This project aimed to fill a gap in international and intercultural public relations 

theory. Communication scholars have increasingly begun to investigate culturally diverse 

audiences and their perceptions of crisis events. However, this project focused on an 

overlooked audience: communication and public relations practitioners themselves. Its 

theoretical contribution is to increase our understanding of the ways in which 

communication professionals take into account their own and their audiences’ cultural 

backgrounds when designing and implementing crisis communication strategies. 

Moreover, this project shows the implications of applying the cultural competence 

framework to the study of crisis management, indicating certain personal characteristics 

that influence practitioners’ ability to factor culture diversity in the development of crisis 

strategies and preventive procedures. Finally, this project also suggests areas for further 

research.  

Discussion of Key Findings: 

Understanding multiculturalism and its role in crisis communication 

PR practitioners had difficulties in defining multiculturalism. About half of the 

interviewees (N=12) equated cultural diversity with designing communication strategies 

aimed at Latino audiences. Eight practitioners emphasized that gender, religion, 

disability, and educational issues are factors influencing corporate discourse. In effect, 

interviewees indicated that cultural values represent just one piece in the diversity puzzle. 

As Sue, Bingham, and Porché-Burke (1999) proposed, discussions of diversity “must 

include the broad range of significant differences (race, gender, sexual orientation, ability 

and disability, religion, class, etc.) that so often hinder communication and understanding 

among people” (p. 1063).   
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All the factors the participants mentioned are indeed highly relevant to 

communication strategies; however, they are not directly related to cultural differences 

defined in this research project as the differences in the systems of meanings that guide 

the actions and interactions among members of specific groups (Banks, 2000). Such 

differences in understanding may reflect the operational definition of multiculturalism 

adopted in this project, which emphasized cultural meanings learned through ethnic 

groups’ shared heritage.  

On the other hand, this particular group of PR professionals acknowledged that 

cultural expectations affect audiences’ perceptions of corporations and crises, calling 

attention to the fact that different cultural expectations are a reality within the U.S. As 

communication scholars have long realized, cultural values are learned through 

experience within a specific group and often predict the behavior of people belonging to 

the same cultural group (Hall, 1976; Sha, 2006).  

Interviewees were attuned to the relevance of culture during crises. However, the 

importance interviewees attributed to culture varied. For the majority (N=17), addressing 

cultural diversity is a valuable corporate asset; for some other PR professionals 

interviewed (N=8), the relevance of culture to communication strategies is 

overemphasized.  

The definition of crisis that each interviewee subscribed to functioned as an 

intervening variable, directly affecting how important cultural diversity was perceived to 

be. Some professionals (N=8) concentrated on the financial losses caused by a crisis; for 

this group, cultural diversity has only a tangential role in crisis management. Seven other 

interviewees, however, described reputational losses as the most feared aspect of crises. 
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Confirming prior research that argued it is impossible to leave cultural values and 

expectations out of crisis communication strategy (Heath & Millar, 2004; Stohl, 2000), 

the group of interviewees who feared reputational damage (N=17) viewed cultural 

expectations as key elements of effective crisis management. 

Along the same lines, results showed that the survey takers considered culture to 

be a key element when looking for potential risk factors and designing crisis responses. 

Out of 172 survey takers, 159 respondents (92%) agreed or strongly agreed that cultural 

aspects influence crisis strategies. Similarly, 96% of the respondents (N=165) agreed or 

strongly agreed that culture is a relevant element of preventive crisis procedures. 

Moreover, certain characteristics affected how relevant practitioners considered 

culture to be during crises, as revealed by a series of t-tests. In terms of both designing 

crisis strategies and looking for risk factors in advance, practitioners with more than 16 

years of experience rated the relevance ascribed to culture significantly higher than their 

less experienced peers. More experienced participants rated the relevance of culture when 

designing crisis strategies at 4.17 out of 5.0, significantly higher than their less 

experienced peers (3.91; p = .00). Similarly, respondents with more than 16 years of 

experience as communication professionals also rated, on average, the relevance ascribed 

to culture when looking for risk factors (4.19) significantly higher than practitioners with 

less than 16 years of experience (3.92, p = .00).This finding may not be surprising. With 

more years of experience, seasoned professionals may have had a chance to manage a 

myriad of crises. These practitioners may have learned through real experiences and even 

through failures that audiences respond to crisis strategies based on their own values, 

beliefs, and expectations, since cultural expectations are part of the mix. 
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T-tests also showed that professionals who work for companies operating 

overseas viewed culture when designing crisis strategies (4.15) as slightly more relevant 

than participants working for organizations with no workforce abroad (3.97, p = .05). 

One possible explanation for this result lies in their exposure to cultural diversity. 

Professionals working for companies with some workforce abroad are probably exposed 

to different cultural expectations often. Since diverse cultures are already part of the 

organization’s cultures, such influences naturally are the grounds for crisis management 

as well. However, location of workforce did not significantly affect the relevance 

attributed to cultural influences when professionals look for risk factors before a crisis 

occurs.  

Moreover, t-tests revealed that level of education had a statistically significant 

influence on the relevance attributed to cultural influences in crisis prevention. 

Professionals with more formal education, on average, ascribed significantly more 

relevance to culture when looking for risk factors (4.10) than their less educated peers 

(3.93, p = .02). Perhaps participants with more formal education are likelier to be aware 

of intercultural communication and international public relations scholarship that 

highlight the key role played by cultural diversity in communication. However, level of 

education did not affect the relevance ascribed by participants to cultural influences when 

designing crisis strategies. 

Finally, potential effects of type of industry on the relevance practitioners 

attributed to culture when designing crisis strategies and looking for risk factors were 

assessed through two different one-way ANOVAS. However, both procedures did not 

yield statistically significant differences.  
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Getting prepared to manage multicultural crises 

Practitioners interviewed pointed out that proper planning, language and 

translation, and adequate use of alternative communication channels and tactics are key 

elements to be addressed during crises. Twenty-two interviewees mentioned that proper 

planning is essential because it allows communications teams to learn about audiences’ 

different cultural expectations and to get prepared to respond appropriately. Moreover, 15 

interviewees indicated the necessity to adjust communication strategies and channels in 

accordance with audiences’ preferences, often citing the importance of community 

leaders to Latinos. The last key element mentioned by 18 practitioners was language and 

proper translation. Although interviewees were able to indicate and rank the most 

relevant cultural elements to be addressed during crises, in doing so they labeled these 

elements as challenges. Hence, for 19 interviewees, cultural diversity brings an extra 

layer to already complex crisis situations. Planning, the choice of alternative 

communication channels and tactics, and issues with translation were all described as 

additional complications.  

Survey takers also reported some strategies to prepare themselves to handle 

multicultural situations. In fact, 97% of the respondents (N=167) agreed or strongly 

agreed that they were open to learn about other cultures and worldviews. In addition, two 

separate regression analyses were conducted to measure the extent to which the elements 

of cultural competence predict the relevance ascribed to culture during crises. From the 

results it appears that practitioners who are more attuned to cultural expectations will be 

better prepared to handle multicultural events. 
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The first regression model showed that self-reported openness to diverse 

knowledge (standardized b = .532, t = 8.322, p = .000) —one element of the cultural 

competence model used in this study—significantly predicted the relevance a practitioner 

accorded cultural influences in crisis strategies. The first regression model also revealed 

that self-reported skills to manage multicultural situations (standardized b = .162, t = 

2.448, p = .012) —the second element of cultural competence gauged through the online 

survey—significantly predicted the relevance attributed to cultural influences in crisis 

strategies as well. Both elements of cultural competence accounted for 36% of the 

relevance ascribed to culture in crisis strategies, indicating that these elements are 

important to predict the relevance attributed by PR professionals to cultural influences. 

Yet this result also indicates that other factors might influence the importance 

professionals ascribe to culture. These other factors should be identified and examined in 

future research.   

The second regression model showed that the first element of cultural 

competence—self-reported openness to diverse knowledge—significantly predicted the 

relevance ascribed to cultural influences when looking for risk factors before a crisis 

occurs (standardized b = .601, t = 10.095, p = .000). Moreover, model 2 indicated that 

self-reported skills to manage multicultural situations—the second element of cultural 

competence—significantly predicted the relevance attributed to cultural influences in 

crisis prevention procedures (standardized b = .161, t = 2.699, p = .008). Both elements 

of cultural competence accounted for 45% of the relevance ascribed by practitioners to 

cultural influences when preventively looking for risk factors. This result showed that 

both elements of culture competence are important to predict the relevance PR 
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professionals’ attributed to cultural influences; however, other factors might influence the 

importance professionals ascribe to culture as well.  

Addressing diversity? Not often! 

Whereas the results of the interviews and online survey showed that the group of 

PR practitioners investigated considered culture a key element of crisis prevention and 

management, the same professionals did not feel fully prepared to handle multicultural 

crisis events. 

Twenty-three interviewees recognized that they do not address cultural diversity 

often enough. In fact, the professionals reported that they seldom adjusted crisis 

responses to culturally diverse environments. They also did not consider themselves or 

their teams fully equipped to manage crises involving multicultural aspects. Sriramesh, 

Moghan, & Wei (2007) argued that the influence of cultural diversity in corporate 

communication scholarship has been largely neglected. The interviewees reported that it 

has been largely neglected in practice as well. 

Similarly, results showed that survey takers were not greatly confident regarding 

their skills to manage multicultural situations. Out of 172 participants, 137 (79.5%) were 

neutral or disagreed with statements assessing their level of preparedness to handle 

multicultural crises. This was an unexpected finding given that due to social desirability 

bias survey takers rarely report poor performance (Babbie, 2004; Sommer & Sommer, 

1991). Nonetheless, in this case, participants admitted their lack of confidence in 

managing multicultural situations. 
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Not addressing cultural diversity was also a trend present in the three newspapers 

investigated. Indeed, discussions of cultural influences were practically absent from the 

news articles examined. 

The New York Times concentrated primarily on the economic consequences of 

crises. Given the magnitude of the financial crisis taking place during the months 

investigated, this is not a surprising result. By the same token, the worldwide fallout from 

the financial crisis might have been responsible for the mention and discussion of many 

countries, such as Brazil, India, and China. Foreign countries were portrayed as important 

agents in the revitalization of the American economy. Yet discussions about other aspects 

of these nations and potential cultural elements affecting the American society were 

mostly neglected. 

The financial meltdown was also the most prominent issue in the USA Today 

sample. This publication’s coverage of corporate crisis was less focused on complex 

economic analysis than on the human side of the events. The financial crisis was 

described in terms of its consequences for the average American; discussions of cultural 

issues were generally overlooked. Indeed, compared to the themes employed by the New 

York Times, USA Today adopted a very domestic tone. 

The Wall Street Journal’s coverage mirrored its international scope as well as its 

technical and economic orientation. The Wall Street Journal coverage heavily focused on 

the financial health of organizations throughout the world and, as a consequence, on their 

corporate crises. Nonetheless, this global discussion of the financial meltdown did not 

include the influence of diverse cultures in the crisis. 
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In effect, this pattern was displayed by all three publications. The timeframe 

chosen for the analysis might be partially responsible for the heavy focus on economic 

problems, and might also have fostered a more international approach to the news 

coverage. Since the U.S. financial crisis has turned into a recession with global 

consequences, the newspapers analyzed could not have avoided talking about other 

countries. Yet in no case did these conditions promote a discussion of cultural aspects of 

crises either within or outside of the U.S. 

In summary, this study showed that practitioners reported that cultural diversity is 

a key element in, as well as a key challenge to, crisis communication. Hitherto, crisis 

communication scholars have mainly focused on types of responses and characteristics of 

crisis episodes in order to propose effective response strategies. However, little has been 

done to investigate whether other factors, such as cultural influences, also play a role in 

the efficacy of crisis strategies. For example, the Situational Crisis Communication 

Theory of Coombs and Holladay (2001) suggested that perceptions of responsibility 

affect the efficacy of crisis communications strategies. According to this theory, levels of 

corporate responsibility should be used to define the most appropriate crisis strategy to 

adopt. For example, denial—a communication strategy that claims no crisis or no 

organizational responsibility for a crisis—can be effective in case of rumors or natural 

disasters, situations where corporate responsibility is perceived as weak or nonexistent. 

Conversely, denial will have very limited efficacy to manage crisis situations that 

connote strong corporate responsibility, such as a financial misdeed (Coombs, 1999). 

However, this project’s findings emphasize that it is necessary to understand in which 

ways levels of corporate responsibility are changed by audiences’ perceptions of reality, 
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which are affected by individuals’ cultural backgrounds. Along the same lines, it is 

necessary to understand the ways in which communication professionals’ own cultural 

backgrounds affect their perceptions of reality and ability to design effective crisis 

strategies. To perform well in an environment where global and local tastes are highly 

intertwined, practitioners ought to take cultural expectations as a key part of planning and 

implementing crisis communication management. Likewise, to expand the understanding 

of public relations and crisis communication practices, scholars ought to integrate cultural 

diversity in the theoretical frameworks applied in the analysis of crisis events.  

Implications 

These results have several implications for the field of public relations. As Banks 

(2000) argued, public relations strategies are intended to connect organizations with their 

key audiences, “taking full account of the normal human variations in the systems of 

meaning by which groups understand and enact their everyday lives” (p. 20). However, 

forging this connection between organizations and their audiences’ cultures is not a 

straightforward task in a globalized society. The participants in this research indicated 

that they are aware of the relevance of diverse cultural identities to communication 

strategies, yet they do not feel fully prepared to handle this challenge. 

The results of the interviews and national survey showed that practitioners 

considered culture as a key factor in crisis management. However, PR professionals did 

not self-report as being prepared to handle multicultural crises. However, certain personal 

characteristics were proven to affect the relevance attributed to cultural influences in 

crises, suggesting that professionals with these characteristics will be more attuned to 

different cultural expectations.  
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The results of both regression models showed that openness to diverse knowledge 

predicts to a great extent the relevance ascribed to cultural influences in communication. 

Although skills to manage multicultural situations do not have the same predictive power, 

this element of cultural competence also contributes to the level of relevance attributed to 

cultural expectations. The results not only prove the existence of the relationships, but 

also quantify the contribution each specific characteristic to the relevance attributed to 

culture during crises. These findings have the potential to create the foundation of a new 

framework for crisis communication, where crisis strategies are not only paired with 

degree of corporate responsibility (Coombs, 1998; 1999), but also with internal and 

external audiences’ cultural expectations. Audiences and public relations practitioners 

may differently perceive locus and level of corporate responsibility, as well as the proper 

use of crisis responses to specific crisis situations. Cultural influences can be an 

intervening variable that mediates level of responsibility and the use of defensive or 

accommodative crisis strategies. In practical terms, when facing a crisis, the first step an 

organization should take is to identify the type of crisis. For example, a crisis can be: (a) 

a rumor, when false information is spread about a company; (b) a natural disaster, when 

an organization is damaged by extreme weather; (c) cases of malevolence, when an 

outsider take extreme actions to damage a company and its products; (d) accidents, when 

technical or human fails cause disruptions on corporate operations; and (e) misdeeds, 

when management actions put stakeholders at risk without adequate precautions 

(Coombs, 1999). Second, it is important to know the communication team’s level of 

cultural competence. The third step is to identify whether target audiences are culturally 

diverse. In a global society, most crises will involve culturally diverse actors, at least to 
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some extent. Cultural expectations of target audiences, and the implications for the crisis 

taking place, should then be assessed and only after this step should crisis communication 

strategies be chosen and implemented.  

In this proposed framework, culturally competent public relations professionals 

will be in synch with a variety of different cultural expectations, open to learn about their 

audiences’ different cultural backgrounds and in possession of the necessary skills to 

adapt communication messages accordingly. Considering how quickly crises unfold, 

previous training in cultural competence, proper planning, and an extensive 

understanding of audiences’ cultural expectations are the grounds for effective crisis 

management procedures. A framework that comprises all these elements would in turn 

provide a foundation for comprehensive crisis management scholarship. 

There are educational implications from these results as well. Public relations 

instructors can explore the pedagogical potential of cultural competence elements in 

crisis communication theory. According to the results of this project, communication 

professionals considered culture to be a significant influence in crisis management. 

Unfortunately, these same practitioners graduated from college to become professionals 

who do not consider themselves well prepared to handle multicultural crises. As Freitag 

(2002) pointed out, the term “international public relations” is outdated. In a globalized 

society, virtually all communication practices are multinational and multicultural. 

Instructors therefore need to develop lectures, in-class exercises, group projects, and 

other activities where students can increase their openness to learn about diverse 

worldviews as well as practice their skills at handling multicultural situations. Such 

initiatives will help to create a public relations curriculum attuned with the demands of 
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the profession and of society. Moreover, communication instructors need also to 

introduce students to such diverse frameworks for PR practices as Zaharna’s (2001)“in-

awareness” approach to international public relations, Freitag’s (2002) ascending cultural 

competence model, Vujnovic and Kruckeberg’s (2005) Arab model of public relations, 

and  Dutta’s (2007) culture-centered approach to communication. These perspectives 

may help to balance the current heavy U.S.-centric perspective on the study of 

communication and public relations, which often prevents students from learning the 

ways in which other cultures define and practice public relations (see Botan, 1992; 

Creedon & Al-Khaja, 2005; Sriramesh & Vercic, 2003). 

Organization and practitioners can also benefit from application of the cultural 

competence framework to public relations and crisis management. As the results of this 

project showed, training initiatives, such workshops and lectures, that focus on openness 

to new knowledge and skills to handle multicultural situations will assist PR 

professionals to place a higher value on cultural influences during crises. PR specialists 

will more likely be more attuned to the influence of culture in crisis and in turn be more 

prepared and effective in preventing and managing multicultural crises. Organizations 

promoting this type of training initiative will foster a workforce more prepared to 

effectively communicate with diverse audiences.  

These results of the media analysis have implications for both communication 

scholars and practitioners. The ways in which controversial issues and crises are managed 

through public discourse have a profound impact on stakeholders’ responses to them. 

Often, audiences experience corporate behavior solely through media accounts. 
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Therefore, the media not only report a critical event, but also participate in defining and 

socially constructing the crisis (Lerbinger, 1997; Mazzarella & Pecora, 2007).  

This project’s results showed that whereas practitioners affirmed that culture 

influences crisis events, the news publications investigated completely overlooked 

cultural aspects of the corporate crises being covered. If media exposure helps to define 

and socially construct stakeholders’ responses to crises, according to this project, these 

responses will not include corporate initiatives addressing cultural issues. This finding 

suggests that when managing crises that involve cultural aspects, practitioners have to 

find more effective ways to encourage discussions of cultural issues on news coverage. 

Likewise, scholars need to find the reasons behind a systematic neglect of cultural issues 

in news coverage. 

Limitations 

This study had a number of limitations, beginning with its methodological 

approach. Every effort was made to combined qualitative and quantitative methodologies 

in order to draw a comprehensive picture of cultural influences on crisis communication 

strategies. The methodologies were chosen to complement each other, yielding, in theory, 

more valid results (see Jankowski & Wester, 2003; Taylor & Trujillo, 2001). 

Similarly, care was taken to construct a clear and unbiased interview protocol; 

however, potential misunderstandings might have happened. Most of the interviewees 

were located in an urban area in the Southeastern United States. Even though they 

worked for a wide array of national and multinational companies and industries, 

interviewees’ opinions might portray specific characteristics of this area of the country. 

Because of the difficulties of random sampling, a snowball sampling procedure was 
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adopted, which might have limited the scope of the findings, because the participants 

might all have shared experiences and views on crises and communication strategies. 

Furthermore, interviews with a larger number of subjects might have yielded different 

trends. Therefore, it is necessary to exercise caution in generalizing the interviews’ 

findings. In addition, the scholarly operational definition of multiculturalism adopted in 

the project, restricted to solely cultural differences, was somewhat at odds with the 

definition of PR practitioners. In practice, the interviewers indicated that their discussions 

of cultural differences are intertwined with other diversity issues, such as gender, 

disability, religion, and education and generational gaps. Finally, as Babbie (2004) and 

Sommer and Sommer (1991) pointed out, the interviewer’s presence might have affected 

participants’ responses, yielding socially desirable answers. Nonetheless social 

desirability bias did not always influence results. With respect to the survey responses in 

particular, professionals were willing to report themselves as not being fully prepared to 

handle crises in multicultural environment.  

Similar care was taken during the design and implementation of the survey 

questionnaire. The instrument was an adaptation of four other well-known and widely 

applied cultural competence survey instruments. The multicultural awareness-knowledge-

skills survey, or MAKSS (D’Andrea, Daniels & Heck, 1991), was the first survey 

instrument consulted and reported alphas of .75, .90, and .96 for ability to identify 

cultural biases, openness to new knowledge, and skills at adapting messages and 

situations. The second instrument consulted was the multicultural counseling inventory, 

or MCI (Sodowsky, Taffe, Gutkin, & Wise, 1994), which reported alphas of .65, .79, and 

.83 for ability to identify cultural biases, openness to new knowledge, and skills at 
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adapting messages and situations. The cross-cultural counseling inventory revised, or 

CCCI-R (LaFromboise, Coleman, & Hernandez, 1991), was also consulted and reported 

an overall internal consistency reliability of .95, but did not report the reliabilities of the 

subsections assessing each element of cultural competence. Lastly, the multicultural 

counseling knowledge and awareness scale, or MCKAS (Ponteratto, Gretchen, Utsey, 

Rieger, & Austin, 2002) was also consulted despite the fact that reliabilities were not 

reported. Sue’s (1991, 2001) works proposing the cultural framework model did not 

report reliabilities either.  

Inconsistencies in the reliabilities reported and lack of precise mention of 

reliabilities in the published survey instruments consulted may have contributed to the 

low reliabilities found on the survey instrument used in this project. In addition, the 

variables assessing the three elements of cultural competence were measured by only two 

items, which may have contributed to their low reliabilities as well. The Cronbach alphas 

for the five variables assessed were: (a) relevance ascribed to cultural influences in crisis 

strategies (.666); (b) relevance ascribed to cultural influences when scanning 

environments for risk factors (.793); (c) openness to learn about other cultures (.635); (d) 

skills to handle multicultural crises (.603); and (e) ability to identify cultural biases 

(.402). As Sha (2009) pointed out, the statistical significance of the findings indicated 

that the data supported the theory proposed, despite weaknesses in operationalization, 

represented by the low reliability of measures. Four out of the five variables presented 

low, but acceptable reliabilities. The fifth variable—ability to identify cultural biases—

was discarded due to acute low reliability. 
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A low response rate was also a limitation of the survey. Although the online 

survey’s response rate was within the acceptable level in social science (Wimmer & 

Dominick, 2006), a larger sample might yield different responses. Lastly, self-report 

questionnaires cannot measure actual action, as Babbie (2004) postulated. This study 

measured communication professionals’ perceptions of cultural influences on crises, as 

well as of their own level of cultural competence. Hence, social desirability bias might 

have affected participants’ responses. 

The media analysis had its own limitations, and can be considered only 

exploratory in scope. For example, sampling from a different set of publications might 

have produced different results. Examining different media channels might also yielded 

different trends. Furthermore, the massive economic crisis that hit the world during the 

period under examination might have been responsible for the heavy focus on business 

and economic aspects of corporate crises. An analysis of other types of crises might shed 

a different light on cultural elements and media coverage of crises. Finally, it was 

necessary to look into the original documents to explain word groups and major themes 

suggested by the semantic network analysis. Therefore, the researcher’s subjective 

interpretation of news articles selected was an intrinsic component of the media analysis. 

Future Research 

This study emphasizes a need for further research on the influence of culture on 

crisis communication management. The project demonstrated that communication 

practitioners understand the demands of a global market, where most audiences are 

multicultural. The results also showed that personal characteristics, represented by the 

two elements of cultural competence, significantly affect professionals’ views on the role 
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of cultural influences during crises. Yet there are still many aspects of cultural influences 

in crises that ought to be examined by scholarship in the field.  

The first generation of scholarship on crisis communication was dedicated to the 

investigation of types of crises (Coombs, 1998; 1999; Mitroff & Pearson, 1993). As a 

second step, scholars concentrated on attribution of corporate responsibility and 

identification of which crisis responses are most appropriate to different types of crises 

(Benoit, 1997; Coombs, & Holladay, 2001; Heath, 2004; Seeger et al, 2003). It is time to 

introduce culture as an intervening variable.  

Public relations practices aim at building relationships with different audiences. In 

effect, communication practices constitute these relationships (Baxter, 2004). Numerous 

scholars have argued that audiences’ cultural backgrounds affect the ways in which they 

interpret corporate responses (see Curtin & Gaither, 2007; Kim et al, 2008; Lee, 2004; 

Liu et al, 2009; Marimoto & La Ferle, 2008; Meng, 2010; Stohl, 2000; Wrigley et al, 

2006, among others). New technologies have provided a fertile ground for increasing 

interactions among culturally diverse audiences (Jandt, 2007). The social media 

environment permits people with similar interests throughout the globe to share, in 

virtually real time, their hobbies, political views, and opinions about organization and 

products (Huberman et al., 2009; Korgan et al, 2001). This emerging technology ability 

has important implication for research in crisis management. Given the numerous 

possibilities of intercultural interactions between audiences and organizations, it is 

important to identify the ways in which communication professionals’ ability to 

understand and respect different cultural expectations influences their ability to build and 

maintain relationships during crisis events through their communications practices.  
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Future research can investigate in detail whether other personal characteristics 

affect PR professionals’ ability to design and implement culturally sensitive crisis 

communication strategies. For example, being a good listener can help PR specialists to 

pay close attention to audiences’ expectations. Empathic individuals may as well be 

naturally apt to understand situations, in this case crises, through other people’s 

perspective.  

Moreover, studies examining specific types of industry may show that the 

relevance ascribed to cultural influences in crisis management varies from industry to 

industry due to tight in-group cultures. For example, employees and audiences of high-

tech companies may all share an in-group culture, characterized by devotion to 

innovation. Such a trait may influence audiences’ responses to crises to a greater extent 

than individuals’ cultural backgrounds. The same argument may hold true for specific 

corporations with strong organizational cultures. For example, employees and customers 

of companies that produce environmentally conscious sports products, such as Patagonia 

Sportswear, may share similar lifestyles and values that constitute the company’s culture. 

Passion for sports and for the environment guide the company’s actions, development of 

new products, and communication strategies. Further research needs to examine if strong 

organizational cultures based on shared lifestyles and values supersede the influence of 

cultural backgrounds and expectations. 

As a next step, interviews with public relations professionals working in different 

countries can also extend knowledge in the role played by culture during crises. Whereas 

the current economy is characterized by marked interconnection among corporations, 

countries, and audiences, the state of public relations practices in different societies may 
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point to less emphasizes on audiences’ cultural expectations. In addition, dialogues 

between organizations and audiences are based on sharing ideas while still maintaining 

individual perspectives (Baxter, 2004). In different countries and cultures, the relevance 

attributed to and the balance between each of these elements—shared and individual 

perspective—may differ from what is normally practice in the U.S. Particularly, in the 

social media environment, corporate narratives are co-created (Park & Reber, 2008) and 

it is necessary to examine whether consumers’ accounts of crisis events and corporate 

responses will incorporate discussions of cultural expectations. 

A more extensive analysis of media coverage of crisis events can benefit crisis 

management and public relations scholarship as well. This analysis was exploratory by 

design. Other newspapers and different types of media venues, specifically user-

generated content channels, may adopt other approaches and frames to the coverage of 

crises. It is also important to compare media coverage of different types of crises in order 

to identify whether specific types of crisis events bring discussions about cultural 

diversity. In addition, a different time frame needs to be examined. As previously 

explained, the heavy focus on economic aspects may be simply a consequence of the 

period investigated, when a major financial crisis led several countries around the world 

into a recession. Finally, a textual analysis of news articles cannot precisely indicate the 

relevance ascribed by journalists to cultural issues. Other methodologies, such as in-depth 

interviews, surveys, and participant observation, are more appropriate to assess the 

relevance attributed to culture and to estimate journalists’ levels of cultural competence. 

Furthermore, an analysis of potential barriers to cultural competence in the media 

industry may reveal that journalists indeed value cultural influences, but are discouraged 
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from writing about such aspects. These types of assessment can help communication 

scholars, students, and practitioners to understand in details the ways in which the media 

report crisis events.   

This study suggests a macro model where the role of culture in crises was 

investigated in general terms. This area can benefit much from research on a more micro 

level such as specific types of crises. On this level it is possible that different crisis 

situations might affect to what extent cultural influences affect audiences’ perceptions of 

the event, the organization involved, and the corporate responses to the crisis. For 

example, highly quantitative crises such as financial misdeeds and corruption cases may 

be interpreted similarly all over the world. On the other hand, more subjectively based 

crises such as those involving rumors may generate many interpretations depending on 

the cultural background of the actors involved. In addition, case studies can also extend 

our understanding of crisis management and cultural influences. Investigations of 

corporate responses to similar crises where one company adjusted its strategies to cultural 

expectations and a second firm did not can bring relevant knowledge regarding the 

efficacy of cultural sensitive communication strategies.  

Finally, during the interview phase of this research project, many practitioners 

called attention to the fact that different cultural expectations represent just one 

component of audiences’ diversity. Differences in age, level of education, and use of new 

technologies were just a few of the aspects reported to influence the ways in which 

organizations, key audiences, and communication specialists interact. Further 

investigation of these factors may show that these characteristics affect crisis 

management strategies to a greater extent than the elements of cultural competence. 
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Conclusion 

Despite its limitations and the number of questions to be answered by future 

research, this project extends knowledge in public relations by linking the cultural 

competence framework to crisis communication scholarship. Concentrating on an 

audience generally overlooked by public relations scholarship—public relations 

professionals themselves—this study argues that specific personal characteristics affect 

professionals’ crisis communication strategies. Openness to new knowledge and skills to 

handle multicultural situations predict to what extent communication practitioners will 

perceive culture as a relevant element of crisis prevention and crisis strategies. 

Furthermore, this project shows that in this sample, professionals are aware of the 

importance of cultural diversity to communication in a global market, yet they do not 

consider themselves fully prepared to handle multicultural environments, not do they 

really understand what multiculturalism is.  

Although the world is growing more and more interconnected, there is not 

compelling literature suggesting that people are growing more alike. This study 

demonstrates that cultural diversity has a significant effect on crisis communication 

management. Future communication scholarship may achieve a more precise 

understanding of the ways in which culture and cultural competence influence crises and 

communication strategies. These findings may also assist in preparing communication 

students to function effectively in a global environment. Thus, by integrating a cultural 

competence framework and crisis communication scholarship, public relations scholars 

can foster better practices in the field, attuned to the demands of society. 
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APPENDIX A  
INTERVIEW INVITATION  

Cultural Influences On Crisis Communication Strategies 
 
My name is Maria de Fatima Oliveira. I am a doctoral candidate in the Mass Media and 
Communication program at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. My dissertation 
investigates communication professionals’ view on crisis communication and crisis 
prevention strategies. 
 
I am conducting a series of interviews with communication professionals and I would 
like to invite you to participate in the project. 
The questions aim to learn more about your perceptions of crisis events and all of your 
responses will be kept anonymous.  
 
If you would like to participate, we can set a time for a face-to-face or phone interview at 
your best convenience. The conversation should last about 30 minutes.  
After I finish collecting data for my project, one hundred trees will be planted in 
recognition of all participants’ contributions to this project, via the Green Belt Movement 
(www.greenbeltmovement.org). In addition, if you request it, I will share the results of 
this project with you.  
 
Please let me know if you are interested in contributing to this project. 
Thank you very much for your time. 
 
Maria de Fatima Oliveira 
Ph.D. candidate 
Mass Media and Communication Ph.D. Program 
Temple University – Philadelphia 
mfoliver@temple.edu 
704 451 9951  
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APPENDIX B  
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL AND CONSENT  

Cultural Influences On Crisis Communication Strategies 
 
Introduction 
 
My name is Maria de Fatima Oliveira. I am a doctoral candidate in the Mass Media and 
Communication program at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. My dissertation 
investigates communication professionals’ view on crisis communication and crisis 
prevention strategies. 
 
I am conducting a series of interviews with communication professionals and I would 
like to invite you to participate in the project. The questions aim to learn more about your 
perceptions of crisis events and all of your responses will be kept anonymous. The data 
analysis and results will show general perceptions and tendencies in an aggregate form 
and will be used solely for research purposes. 
 
If you request it, I will share the results of this project with you. In addition, after I finish 
collecting data for my project, one hundred trees will be planted in recognition of all 
participants’ contributions to this project, via the Green Belt Movement 
(www.greenbeltmovement.org). 
 
You can contact me if you have any questions. Your participation in this study is entirely 
voluntary and you may cease to participate at any time. 
  
If possible, I would like to interview you for about 30 minutes and record our 
conversation. Can we start?                         
 
Questions 
 
Theme 1 – Definition of and previous experience with crises (to have a broad idea of how 
practitioners define crises and their previous experience) 
 

1) How would you define a crisis?  
 
2) Have you managed any corporate crises?  

 
a. About how many? 
b. Can you tell me more about the types of corporate crises you have 

handled?  
c. Can you tell me more about the characteristics of the audiences involved? 

 
Theme 2 – Cultural influences on crisis communication strategies 
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3) Tell me your opinions about multiculturalism and its role in crisis communication. 
4) Do you think that individuals’ cultural backgrounds influence the ways in which 

they interpret corporate responses to crises?  
 

5) How important do you think it is to adjust crisis strategies in response to different 
cultures? Why? 

 
6) What do you think are the most relevant cultural elements to be addressed when 

planning crisis strategies?  
 

7)  In the last two years, have any of the communication campaigns in your company 
addressed multicultural elements?  

 
Theme 3 – Demographics 

 
8) How many employees does your organization have? 

 
9) How long have you been working as a communication and/or public relations 

practitioner? 
 

10) Does your company operate overseas?  
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APPENDIX C  
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE  

Multicultural Environments and Crisis Events 
 
 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. I am interested in learning your 
perceptions about corporate crises and crisis communication planning strategies. 
  
Based on your experience with crisis communication, indicate your degree of agreement 
with the statements below by marking the appropriate response. 
 
1. Companies’ products and communication campaigns have intercultural implications 
even when organizations do not have a formal international presence (like a branch office 
overseas).  
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
2.  Audiences’ different cultural backgrounds should influence how corporations 
communicate with them.  
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
3. Despite the costs, designing crisis communication strategies that reflect different 
cultures is a necessary investment.  
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
4. All audiences perceive crises in the same ways, regardless of their cultural background.  
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
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(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
5. Cultural values influence different people’s opinions about what constitutes a crisis.  
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 
 

6. When looking for potential sources of problems, communication professionals should 
consider how people from different cultures perceive the issues at stake. 

 
(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
7. Lack of knowledge about other cultural environments can prevent communication 
professionals from correctly assessing sources of problems for organizations. 

 
(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 
 

8. Different cultural backgrounds affect people’s communication styles. 
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 
 

9.  Certain crisis communication strategies are always appropriate when responding to 
crises, regardless of the cultural background of the audiences involved. 
 

(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 
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10. People with similar ethnic backgrounds can differ in terms of cultural values. 

 
(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
Please mark the appropriate responses to the questions below. 
 
11. How often in your career have you managed a crisis involving multicultural 
elements? 
 

(  ) Never 
(  ) Rarely 
(  ) Some times 
(  ) Very often 
(  ) All the time 
 

12. If you have received any type of crisis training, were multicultural elements 
addressed as a major point?   

 
(  ) Yes 
(  ) No 
(  ) I have not received any type of crisis training 
 
 

13. In general, how would you rate your ability to manage crises in multicultural 
environments? 
 

(  ) Very good 
(  ) Good 
(  ) Average 
(  ) Limited 
(  ) Very limited 

 
14. Do you think that cultural values affect people’s understanding of, and reactions to, 
facts? 
 

(  ) All the time 
(  ) Most of the time 
(  ) Somewhat 
(  ) Not much 
(  ) Not at all 

 
15. Do you think that the influence of culture on people’s lives is overestimated? 
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(  ) Strongly Agree 
(  ) Agree 
(  ) Neutral 
(  ) Disagree 
(  ) Strongly Disagree 

 
16. Do you think that people from different cultures and countries in general value the 
same things?  
 

(  ) All the time 
(  ) Most of the time 
(  ) Somewhat 
(  ) Not much 
(  ) Not at all 

 
The last few questions are designed to learn more about you and the organization that you 
work for.  
 
17. How many languages do you speak besides your native one?  
 

(  ) 0 
(  ) 1 
(  ) 2 
(  ) 3 
(  ) 4 or more 
 

18. Please indicate your educational level: 
 

(   ) High school 
(   ) Some college 
(   ) College degree 
(   ) Some graduate school 
(   ) Graduate degree 

 
19. How long have you been working as a communication and/or public relations 
practitioner? 

 
(  ) Less than 1 year 
(  ) 1-5 years 
(  ) 6-15 years 
(  ) 16-25 years 
(  ) More than 25 years 

 
20. Does your organization have employees working overseas?  
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(   ) None 
(   ) About ¼ or less of the company’s workforce 
(   ) Between ¼ and ½ of the company’s workforce 
(   ) More than 1/2 of the company’s workforce 

 
21. Please check what type of industry best describes the company that you work for. 
 

(   ) Finance, insurance, and real estate 
(   ) Trade and commerce 
(   ) Manufacturing 
(   ) Transportation, telecommunications, and utilities 
(   ) Construction industries 
(   ) Other, specify: _________________________________________________ 
 

22. Thank you very much for participating in this survey. Please use the space below to 
tell me anything else you might like to say about cultural variability and crisis. 
 
If you would like to have a copy of the results, please provide your name and email 
address below. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
SUBMI
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APPENDIX D  
ON-LINE SURVEY INVITATION  

Dear Mr. or Ms.  (PRSA chapters Directors’ last name) 
 
My name is Maria Oliveira and I am a member of PRSA Charlotte and a PhD. candidate 
at Temple University. I am conducting a short on-line survey on crises and 
communication strategies as part of my dissertation project. 
  
PRSA Charlotte’s chapter and members have been great supporting my project. An 
announcement of the survey was posted on the February newsletter and many members 
have already taken the survey. But it will be great if I can reach professionals in your area 
as well.   
  
So, I would like to ask if you can circulate a short invitation message to PRSA members 
in your area. This message can come on the format that is most convenient for you; an 
email, letter or a post on your chapter’s listserv and/or newsletter for example. 
  
The survey will take less than 10 minutes to be completed. Participation is strictly 
voluntary and confidential. I will share the overall results of this survey with you if you 
so request at the end of the survey. In addition, one hundred trees will be planted in 
recognition of your contribution to this project, via the Green Belt Movement 
(www.greenbeltmovement.org).  
 
If you would like to participate and check the survey, please click the link below 
http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB228TCM9F4B9 
 
If you have questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at 
mfoliver@temple.edu or 704.451.9951. 
 
Thank you for your participation and help! 
 
Maria de Fatima Oliveira 
Ph.D. candidate 
Mass Media and Communication Ph.D. Program 
Temple University – Philadelphia 
mfoliver@temple.edu 
704 451 9951  
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APPENDIX E  
FIRST SURVEY REMINDER 

Dear Communication Practitioner, 
 
I would like to remind you about my dissertation survey on communication 
professionals’ attitudes towards crisis strategies.  
 
If you have already taken the survey, thank you very much for your help! 
 
If not, please consider taking it. It should take less than 10 minutes of your time! 
 
The survey is part of my dissertation project in the Mass Media and Communication 
doctoral program at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. The data you provide will be 
recorded anonymously.  
 
To thank you for your help one hundred trees will be planted in honor of all participants, 
via the Green Belt movement. I will also share with you and your company the survey’s 
results, if you request.  
 
Please check the link below to take the survey: 
http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB228TCM9F4B9 

 

Thank you for your participation! 
 
 
Maria de Fatima Oliveira 
Ph.D. candidate 
Mass Media and Communication Ph.D. Program 
Temple University – Philadelphia 
mfoliver@temple.edu 
704 451 9951  
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 APPENDIX F 
SECOND SURVEY REMINDER  

Dear Communication Practitioner, 
 
I would like to remind (for the last time!) you about my dissertation survey on 
communication professionals’ attitudes towards crisis strategies.  
 
If you have already taken the survey, thank you very much for your help! 
 
If not, please consider taking it by March 13th. It should take less than 10 minutes of your 
time! 
 
The survey is part of my dissertation project in the Mass Media and Communication 
doctoral program at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. The data you provide will be 
recorded anonymously.  
 
To thank you for your help one hundred trees will be planted in honor of all participants, 
via the Green Belt movement. I will also share with you and your company the survey’s 
results, if you request.  
 
Please check the link below to take the survey: 
http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB228TCM9F4B9 

 

 
Thank you for your participation! 
 
 
Maria de Fatima Oliveira 
Ph.D. candidate 
Mass Media and Communication Ph.D. Program 
Temple University – Philadelphia 
mfoliver@temple.edu 
704 451 9951  
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APPENDIX G 
ON-LINE SURVEY INITIAL PAGE AND CONSENT FORM 

Multicultural Environments and Crisis Events 
 
 
I am a Ph.D. candidate at Temple University and would like to invite you again to 
respond this short on-line survey. It shouldn’t take more than 10 minutes of your time. 
 
Your participation and all of your responses to this questionnaire will be kept 
confidential. 
 
I will be happy to share the overall results of this survey with you. At the end of the 
survey, you will have the option to send me your contact information in order to receive a 
summary of the results.  
 
In addition, one hundred trees will be planted in recognition of all participants’ 
contributions to this project, via the Green Belt Movement 
(www.greenbeltmovement.org). 
 
Please feel free to contact me at mfoliver@temple.edu if you have questions. Your 
participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may cease to participate at any time. 
 
Any further questions about your rights as a research subject may be directed to Mr. 
Richard Throm, Office of the Vice President for Research, Institutional Review Board, 
Temple University, 3400 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19140, (215) 707-8757. 
 
Thank you for your participation! 
 
Clicking on the arrow below indicates that you agree to take part in this study. 
 
 
 

 

 

Start Survey! 


